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STURDY AS A GRIZZLY 44

CORNELL-DUBILIER

FIVE EXCLUSIVE
"LIFE -PRESERVING" FEATURES:
LEADWELD

terminals:

only tubular with leads
welded to section. Welding
eliminates possibility of opens
and intermittents.
The

Et.

Bff*

'BLUE CUB
the new plastic paper tubalars

One sure thing about these C -D "BLUE CUBS"-you can install them
and forget about them. No shock, no vibration is too much for
these pint-sized "giants"; they're fortified with solid mold construction

and "cushioning" features. They take temperatures from

-70°F to +212°F

in their stride. Capacity remains constant within 5% under most severe

éÿ

STYRICAST

molded:

The only tubular cast in plastic

after Vikane impregnation. No
heat or pressure to injure unit.
Rockhard coating for permanent eye -appeal and durability.

conditions of temperature and humidity. Get acquainted
with these job -insuring "BLUE CUBS" now.
Your jobber has a supply in all popular capacity ranges at

400, 600 and 1,600 V.D.C.
FIXEDRESIN

case:

Will withstand temperatures up
to 300°F without softening.

of
CORNEll-DUBER
manufacturer

VIVANt* impregnation:
Results in

superior capacitor

World's leading

section that will withstand
higher break-down test and
have the lowest power -factor of
any tubular.
GRIPSEAL

CAPACITORS

ANTENNAS

FM
IN and
AUTO VIBRATORS'

POWER

impregnated'

For further details on this and
other units in C -D's complete
line of quality capacitors see
your jobber or write for catalog.
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.,
Dept. 5119, South Plainfield, N. J.
Other plants in New Bedford,
Worcester and Brookline, Mass.;
Indianapolis, Ind.; Providence,
R. I. and subsidiary, The Radiart
Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.

CONVERZERS

1949

1910

Additional impregnation after
final assembly as a permanent
double humidity seal,

T. M.

See

Reg. U.S. Pol. Orr.

yellow pages of your Classified Telephone Directory for nearest

www.americanradiohistory.com

C -D

authorized distributor.

Tecñnitnlk

rraFs:r4 lamas.

In Radio and Television Tube Sales

Pocket Office turns
your job -time into more dollars
by making cards, formas, and
records available in convenient form.
The G -E

G. E.'s new shop

garments-

smart, serviceable-are a big
hit with tube dealers and repairmen everywhere.

and now... THE

HANDY

TECHNI-TALK-G. E.'s down-

to-earth service magazine

edited by practical men for
practical men-assists you in
building repair business.

The General Electric TV -service

course helps you profit from
television's great new market
for tubes, parts, and service.

G -E TUBE PULLER!

Latest of a series of helps that speed your
work, increase your sales, and upgrade your
profits, the new G-E tube puller cuts time on
the job materially. Now you'll find it quick
and easy to remove tubes without the risk of
burns shock, or cuts from fractured glass.
Regular glass types, metal tubes, 7- and 9 -pin miniatures
-all yield to this universal device, which smoothly extracts tubes no matter how firmly wedged in their sockets.
The puller is made of heavy rubber-your fingers are fully
protected and insulated. It's simple to use; long-lived.
Ask your G-E tube distributor about this ingenious tube
puller-how to obtain one ... fast! Inquire, if you haven't
before, about the other aids to sales mentioned on this
page; also, about the folder describing the many G -E advertising helps that are ready to go to work for you. Stock
the tubes that are easy to sell because you get more
practical help in selling them
G-E tubes! Electronics
Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

...

9/eiee
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$2.00

per

Put This Proved Money-Making Service Data library to Work

...

in your shop

ow/

NOW YOU CAN OWN

PHOTOFACT
this Amazing
EASY-PAY WAY!

hinGFAct
SERS*

8

Pay as you Profit
Earn with it Now

toot Service Covert ers,
FM, IV

AM

Record

eoe

CARRYING

NQj CHARGES
NO

Chaagerm
Rad¡os
Ha

Amplifiers,

INTEREST

Institute.

W. Sams
in the Howard
Includes your membershipservice help at no cost to you.
valuable
Entitles you to

NOW-you can afford to own the Service Data Library that is earning
extra profits every day for more than 25,000 successful Service Technicians! NOW-for the first time-the famous PHOTOFACT Library can
be yours with this new "Pay -as -You-Profit" Plan! Here's all you have
to do: See your parts jobber. Order 4 or more PHOTOFACT Volumes.
Pay only $18.39 down. You get your Library immediately. You use it
now. It earns for you-and you pay as you profit! If you're not already
a money -making PHOTOFACT user, here's your easy -pay chance to own
the most productive radio service data in the world. If you're already
using PHOTOFACT, here's your chance to complete your library by
filling in those missing volumes. Now that you can afford PHOTOFACT,
don't be without its time -saving, money-making advantages a single
day longer. See your parts jobber today!

HAVE COMPLETE, ACCURATE DATA ON

ALL POST-WAR SETS YOU SERVICE!
With the Easy -Pay Plan, you can boost your earnings
now, using proved superior PHOTOFACT. Have complete,
accurate, uniform data on all post-war receivers-own
the only Radio and TV service data based on actual
laboratory analysis of the equipment. Here's why
PHOTOFACT is better in every way. You get: 1. Exclusive
TV coverage in easy -to -use individual envelopes. 2.
Exclusive Standard Notation Schematics. 3. Exclusive
oscilloscope wave forms. 4. Photos of all chassis views
with each part identified. 5. Full alignment instructions,
plus circuit voltage and resistance analysis. 6. Complete
parts lists and proper replacements. 7. Dial cord stringing diagrams. 8. Disassembly instructions. 9. Record
Changer service data. 10. Exclusive keyed data system
-all values right on the schematic. There's nothing like
PHOTOFAcr! It pays for itself in saved time, bigger
work output and greater profits. To protect your future
in Radio-TV servicing, act now-own the PHOTOFACT
Library the Easy -Pay Way!
SEE

CURRENT PHOTOFACT BEST-SELLERS
by Oliver Read. The complete, authoritative treatment of the entire subject of Sound, written
$5.00
by the editor of Radio & Television News
Photofact Television Course. The book used by thousands; gives you a
clear understanding of TV principles, operation and practice .$3.00
Television Antennas. Shows you how to select and install the proper
antenna, and how to overcome antenna problems
$1.25
1948 Record Changer Manual. Covers 45 models made in 1948, including
new LP and dual -speed changers, plus leading wire recorders.
Based on actual analysis of the equipment
$6.75
Auto Radio Manual. Complete Photofact service data on more than
100 past -war auto radio models-a time -and -money -saver $4.95

SAMS

&

CO., INC.

INDIANAPOLIS

,

YOUR PARTS JOBBER

OR WRITE DIRECT TODAY

The Recording and Reproduction of SOUND,

HOWARD W.

tuners,

1, IND.

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
955 N. Rural St., Indianapolis 1, Ind.
13 Send

full Easy -Pay Details

El Send

FREE

Send

PHOTOFACT

Cumulative Index
Folder for Set Model
(FREE to Service Technicians writing in on letterhead; 50c charge to Experimenters)
PHOTOFACT

Name
Address
City

Zone

State
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SIZE: 163/4"

Wide x 121/2" High x 6" Deep

Dealer's Net Price, with Operator's Manual

TELE/V1SION and

$79.50

Radio types

SIMPSON 555 Tube Tester
Basic RMA recommended circuit. Tests any tube regardless of
base connections or internal connections of elements.
Simpson designed 3 -position lever operated toggle switches with
molded rotor carrying silver plated contacts, self-cleaning through

wiping action.
Sockets for all receiving tubes on the market.
Provision for future tube developments.
No adapters or special sockets required.
Properly fused, provides for line adjustment from 100 to 130 volts;
smooth vernier control.
Beautiful modern panel of shining, silver and black anodized enduring aluminum.
Large illuminated meter for easy readings.
Unique jewel-like molded lucite housing encloses Neon bulb
indicating shorts and inter -element leakages.
Line adjustment control below dial opening. Easy to operate.
Case of sturdy plywood with heavy fabricoid covering, slip
hinges.
Simpson patented "No -Backlash" Roll Chart.

See the 555 at your parts fobber or write for descriptive literature.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
4

5200.18 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago 44, Illinois
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In Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London,

Ontario

Diam,é, ede

0/RC &ma/wer444,el,Gda
Here is the for -sure answer to your concentric dual
problems. The new IRC CONCENTRIKIT is a set of
specially designed parts with which you can assemble
a great variety of concentric dual controls. With
CONCENTRIKIT on the job you entirely eliminate long
searches and waits for exact duplicates. Instead, you
quickly and easily assemble the exact concentric dual
saving time and invenreplacement you need
tory it vestment.

...

thing from earli<,I home and auto radio to TV.
Available shortly :'rom your IRC Distributor.
YOU MUST

NEW IRC CONCENTRIC DUAL
REPLACEMENT MANUAL

With CONCENTRIKIT you'll build concentric duals quickly
and easily. Step-by-step instructions are included with
each kit. New comprehensive Concentric Dual Manual
gives you full replacement data on concentrics for every-

CONCENTRIKIT

See CONCENTRIKIT now, at your IRC Distributor! Take
advantage of the most sensational control development

that ever hit the industry. It's

a money-maker!

2-'i-_

FOR STANDARD
IRC'S NEW

USED WITH NEW IRC BASE -ELEMENT

Each CONCENTRIKIT contains 11 IRC universal parts.
These combined with a wide selection of Shaft Ends
and Base Elements-purchased separately-afford a
full range of concentric duals. Thus you save by buying
only what you need. IRC Base -Elements are a revolutionary advance in concentric dual replacement. Each
unit is a complete blue molded base with element, terminals and collector ring installed-no loose parts.

SEE

DUALS-

Duals, triples, even quadruples-assembly of ganged controls is easy now with
IRC's new MULTISECTIONS. These are com-

plete control sections that can be added
like a switch to any IRC type Q, PQ or
RQ control. A full range of 17 MULTI SECTIONS gives you a selection of values from 1000 ohms to 10
megohms. All IRC MULTISECTIONS accommodate Type 76 Switches.

See both CONCENTRIKIT and MULTISECTIONS at your
IRC Distributor, or write for new Catalog DC -1A.
International Resistance Company, 401 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia 8, Pa,. In Canada: International Resistance
Co., Ltd., Toronto, Licensee.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
LiGur--..,
SERVICE, NOVEMBER,
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We're making sure that we
get all of this business ..

"

VFMAM

"We don't propose to let even one customer walk out of our
place. If it's a TV, AM or FM set that needs servicing, we're
making sure that we can handle the job satisfactorily. And
one way of making sure is by constantly using our reference
library of Rider Manuals."

-Says Mr.

I. Zwickel
Signal Radio Hospital
Brooklyn, New York

For Greater Efficiency... For More Information... For More Value For Your Money
Place Your Order Now for the

NEW

Larger Page Size!

12" x 151/!

Your Jobbe`
Order Now From

MANUAL
New RIDER
VOL. AA

More Material!
New Material!
-Possibilities!
New Profit
servicing

factory-authorized
FM radio,
latest AM,
Reliable, authentic,
Comcovering the
etc
information
Changers,
Record
n
Auto Receivers'respect, but with the
dadvanassembled
in every
spreads
and double
cage of text
position.
For
Y -Stoppers
FREE! Eye

eyVlte
Service

Windows
Shop14
Idea,
,.
x 17

inches,

It shows
Rider Display
h
A very clever
One Is The Phony?".
postage stamps,
captioned "Which
photos
idenwith
enlarged
two greatly oner a known counterfeit, recognizin3
genuine,
-stopper,
traffic
fo charaThis
is a real
tifying
thei
This Display
business
the forgery.
con get
build more
and will helpissued each month, and you
your Jobber.
Displays are
from
CHARGE
them FREE of
copy of "Successful
receiving yourpublication of interest
you
own
NOTE: Are
it's FREE!
"4 Its RRider's
Write for it ' .
Servicing"?

andyou.

RIDER TV MANUAL VOL. 3
All Pages in Place! Easier to Use!

Here is accurate, authentic, reliable servicing in.
formation direct from 74 TV receiver manufacturers.
New, enlarged page size, 12 x 15 inches, with all
pages filed in position. Unbound pages which contain last-minute information may be quickly put
into place by the Manual's owner. Double spreads,
triple spreads and giant pages have been retained
...but triple spreads and giant pages now have
only one fold for greater convenience and durability.
There's more ease in using, too, because there are
fewer pages to turn and because diagrams and
related text are more closely positioned. Order now
from your Jobber.

Equivalent of Approximately 2032
Pages (81/4 x II"), Plus Cumulative Index Volumes I, 2 and 3, Plus
the Famous "How

It Works"

00

$

Book

Complete

RIDER MANUALS
Television Manual Volume 3 (Plus
"How It Works" Book and Index)
Television Manual Volume 2 (Plus
"How It Works" Book and Index)
(Plus
Television Manual Volime
"How It Works" Book and Index)
Volume XIX
Volume XVIII
Volume XVI
Volume XV
Volume XIV to VII (each volume)
Volume VI
Abridged Manuals I to V
(one volume)
Record Changers and Recorders
Master Index, Covering Manuals,
Vols. I to XV
PA Equipment Manual, Vol. I

RECEPTION

$21.00
_.$18.00
$18.00
$19.00
$19.80
$16.50
$ 8.40
$19.80
$16.50
$12.50
$19.80
$ 9.00
$

1.50

$18.00

and

by John F. Rider
and Seymour
D. elan
the
FM and television radio serviceman
of his future
as an important who
earnings.
part
quency
fehc
Covers
modulation
types of freradio,

"must" book for
looks to
A

Police,

amateur radio, systemall
employed
railroad,

Point-toaviation,

in ne,
marine,

illustrated.

$360

ceivers. 416
'point and
Pages, Profusely mobile

TV PICTURE

PROJECTION
and
ENLARGEMENT

Timely
Combines ly

1

Volume XVII

FM TRANSMISSION

Co

hplete

by Allan

Lytel
... Authoritative

practice,
andwell -organized
tals
explanation
a clear
ofwi dt
fundamenfstems
optics
talc of
optical
in home
Phasis on projection television receiver systems as
with em,
mint.
lens enlarge.
119 illustrations,
meni .......,
-

-

,y

andhe
ands,
192types
pages;front

$330

BUSINESS

HELPER

by Leslie C. Rucker
(Rucker Radio
Wholesalers)
Written by a
from scratch successful business man
who
and worked
3
his way
Any
to a chain
can mean fifty one of
of
worthwhile ideas
times
themany
in your
cost
this book
pocket, 144
Pages; 22 chapters, $200

stores,started
hisup

.

to

JOHN

every Serviceman
F. RIDER

PUBLISHER, Inc., 480 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.

Export Agent: Rocke International Corp., 13 E. 40th St., N.Y.C., Cable, ARLAB.

RIDER MANUALS mea«

SUCCESSFUL

SERVICING

NOTE: The Mallory TV Service Encyclopedia, 1st TV Edition, makes reference to only one source of TV receiver schematics-Rider TV Manuals.
NOTE: The Mallory Radio Service Encyclopedia, 6th Edition, makes reference to only one source of radio receiver schematics-Rider Manuals.
NOTE: The C -D Capacitor Manual for Radio Servicing, 1948 Edition No. 4, makes reference to only one source of receiver schematics-Rider Manuals.
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f,pfe*p/ay CARTRIDGE
NEW G -E
PLAYS ALL 3 SPEEDS

Latest Dual Stylus Unit Tracks 33-113, 45,
and 78 rpm Records at Constant Pressure
Costs 25% less than Pickups

it

A new General Electric "Triple Play" Cartridge that tracks
any commercial record is now available to manufacturers, dis-

tributors, and dealers.
Simplicity is the key feature of this notable electronic advancement. Once installed in a tone arm, the cartridge will play all
types of popular narrow groove and standard groove records
without replacement or even a change in position!
ONLY ONE PRESSURE

The new cartridge retains the unsurpassed frequency response
characteristics of the famous G -E Variable Reluctance unit and
in addition, tracks the three types of records at 6 to 8 grams.
Thus the pressure is constant regardless of the stylus you're
using. The special design of the "Triple Play" permits precise
adjustment of tone arm pressure. Weight changing and pressure compromise problems are eliminated. High compliance
and low moving mass reduce record wear to a minimum.

r

01/

C49L 4

GENERAL

en

TWO STYLI IN ONE CARTRIDGE

Replaces

+4nce art ELECTRIC

A single twist of a built-in knob turns either end of a dual
stylus to playing position. A 1 -mil stylus, mounted at one end,
plays 331/3 and 45 rpm records, and a 3 -mil stylus, at the opposite end, tracks standard 78 rpm records.
MANUFACTURERS NOTE LOW COST

Although it plays records that formerly required the use of
two cartridges, the price of the "Triple Play" is 25% less than
the price of two individual cartridges. It is adaptable to many
types of tone arms and its use as an initial component will
effectively reduce set manufacturing costs.
UNAFFECTED BY TEMPERATURE

The G -E "Triple Play" is unaffected by normal climatic
changes in humidity and extreme variations in temperature.
Needle talk and needle scratch are reduced to a minimum.
Record reproduction-as always with G -E Cartridges-is superb. Mail coupon below for complete information,

M

M---

MN

MM

ME

General Electric Company, Parts Section lE
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York
Send me full particulars on the new G-E"Triple Play" Cartridge.
NAME
ADDRESS_
CITY_

Me

www.americanradiohistory.com
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A recent intensive survey discloses that among the major television
set manufacturers, more than 755. use Sylvania cathode ray tubes
This impressive showing is a tribute to the research and quality
production techniques employed by Sylvania.
You can take advantage of this ready acceptance by having a
complete stock of the various types of these television picture tubes
so widely used by set makers-who in turn, of course, sell to your
regular customers. See your Sylvania Distributor about the
complete line ! For complete data write Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
Dept R-1911, Emporium, Pa.
!

These leading television set manufacturers
use Sylvania Television Picture Tubes
Admiral

Air King
Andrea
Ansley
Automatic
Bendix
DeWald
Crosley
Emerson
Fada
Farnsworth
Garod
Hallicrafters
Hoffman

Magnavox

Midwest

Packard -Bell

Motorola
Philco
Pilot

National
Olympic
Raytheon-Belmont

Regal
Scott
Sentinel
Silvertone
Sparton
Stromberg -Carlson
Tele -King
Tele -tone
Temple
Trav-ler
Westinghouse
Zenith

CATHODE

8

RAY TUBES; RADIO TUBES;

SYWNIA

ELE(,IRIC

ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING
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DEVICES, SIGN TUBING; LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS
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¶V Servicing Pitfalls

TV, now in a boom stage and destined
to out -distance radio's greatest ticker tape days, has catapulted many Service
Men to a gleaming position and many
others, we regret to report, to a dismal
low in acceptance. Why, we wondered,
did the latter sad state exist? With
installation business at its peak and
servicing on the climb, the situation
was truly puzzling. But there were
reasons, and plenty of them, as a survey among manufacturers, distributors
and TV owners revealed.

It was found, for instance, that the
antenna was quite a troublesome factor. Too many Service Men, unfamiliar
with the types of antennas to use, or
how to install them for maximum effect, were finding these operations a
loss item. Antenna exploration, an extremely vital procedure, was found suffering from complete neglect by these
Service Men and as a result, poor antenna locations prevailed. Instead of
choosing the antenna sites for their
electrical proficiency, the physical qualities of the installation received prime
consideration. Some Service Men were
reported to be mounting antennas in an
obviously incorrect position, following
a prior installation without regard to
its correctness. As a result time-consuming rechecks and repositioning have
been found necessary. There is no denying that strong mechanical mounts
are essential and as such, should receive careful consideration, but it is
extremely important that the rf pickup
factor be probed closely, too, and a
just compromise made.
Installations made in haste were another contribution to income loss headaches. In many instances mount carelessness, resulting in falling antennas,
caused property damage. Poor installation methods were also found to cause
water leaks and subsequent damage to
rooftops and living quarters.
Lack of a program to insure complete band coverage of operating stations served as another time -loss item,
the survey revealed. Since all the stations are not always on the air when
an installation is made, complete per-

rejection requirement predicated upon
using ifs below the vhf band. An if

formance insurance cannot be certified,
unless some check system is used. It
has been found a wise policy to return
once or perhaps even twice to check up
on channel coverage and thus gain a
satisfied customer. Many service shops
have found it highly profitable to include these return trips as a part of a
routine neighborhood program.

in the neighborhood of 400 megacycles
would minimize the image problem,
but such an if is not practical today
from gain and selectivity standpoints.
Further consideration of this problem indicates that by careful design
and the use of two tuned circuits in
the preselector, an average image attenuation of 10 to 15 db can be expected in the uhf band in conjunction
with a 41 -mc if. This average figure
would be approximately double at the
low end of the band, and approximately
half at the high end of the band."

...

The lack of familiarity with antennas which can provide the best
results in local or fringe areas have
resulted in grave despair on many
fronts. It is well recognized that there
are many installations which are difficult, from a normal installation view,
but such problems can be appraised
carefully and, in most instances, solved
with a plausible sincere explanation of
the conditions at hand and the type of
an antenna system that should provide
the best possible signals.

Choice of IF

The extensive activities of an evergrowing army of successful TV service shops reaccents the fact that the
business of TV installation and service can be profitable, when sound
business and technical know-how prevails up and down the ladder, in the
shop and in the field.
Ultrahighs and the Service Man

array of problems facing the Service Man when the
ultrahighs finally receive FCC approval. As revealed in Jots and Flashes
(see page 48, this issue) there is doubt
that we'll have these higher bands before late next year, but the situation is
so replete with variables that an early
study of the peculiarities which do
exist on these frequencies is warranted.
THERE'LL BE QUITE an

Reporting on this state of affairs before a recent IRE meeting in Cincinnati, John D. Reid of Crosley said
that as we go higher in frequency ..
"rf preselection becomes increasingly
difficult to obtain and the use of uhf rf
stages ahead of crystal converters will
generally result in a reduction of signal-to-noise ratio. The rf selectivity,
which can be obtained from two circuits on the uhf band, is most unsatisfactory when considering the image
.

Commenting on the if frequency
chosen by the RMA for combined vhf
and uhf use, Reid stated that 41.2 me
was the first choice for a proposed
standardization.

"Reexamining the factors entering
into the choice of this frequency," he
said, "it was found that the second
harmonic of the sound if would fall
850-kc below the channel -six picture.
The frequency of 41.65-mc, as indicated by image requirements for the
ultrahigh band, would put this second
harmonic within 50 cycles of the channel -six picture, and was therefore, desirable. The 41.3 -mc frequency, as indicated by the uhf local oscillator radiation requirements would put this second harmonic 650 kc below the channel -six picture, which could probably
be tolerated."
UHF Design Study

With these problems in mind, it was
found that a 41.25 -mc if would be the
best compromise, since it provides a
series of local oscillator frequencies
starting with 522-mc, and increasing
in 6 -mc steps, all of which are divisible
by six.
A detailed review of ultrahigh designs, including the RMA suggestions
and other engineering proposals, is
now being prepared. Watch for this
important discussion.-L.W.
SERVICE. NOVEMBER,
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Design, Application and
Characteristics of Selenium Designs ... How the
Cell Operates ... Limiting Factors ... What Aging
Means
Cell Circuits
Test Procedures .. .
Servicing Problems and Solutions.

...
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by IRWIN WOLF
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1.

A cross-sectional view, exaggerated,
a

selenium cell layer.

IT HAS LONG BEEN KNOWN

o

that in the

crystalline state, the element, selenium,
is a semiconductor, offering very high
resistance to electric current in one
direction, but conducting readily in the
other. This property of rectification
has been used commercially in converting ac sources to dc, by the proper
series and parallel combinations of
selenium cells or plates into rectifier
stacks to supply electroplating, battery
charging and other dc power needs.
In recent years, however, there has
been developed the selenium rectifier
with high back -voltage capabilities for
use in receiver power supplies, performing the function of a tube, while
providing several advantages not afforded by the tube type rectifier.
Among these are ruggedness, small
size, simplicity of mounting and connection (since there is no filament),
comparatively cool operation, and long
life. Such factors have made the selenium stack a particularly useful component of the small ac/dc table model
and 3 -way portable type receiver, and
of the TV set as well. It is gaining
increasing importance not only as a
replacement for existing vacuum-tube
rectifiers, but as a standard part of the
transformerless type radios and compact TV receivers.
The selenium rectifier cell is constructed in the shape of a disc or plate
consisting of four essential layers the
aluminum base plate, which serves as
an anode as well as a strong mechanical support for the other sections ; the
thin selenium layer, which is applied
to the base plate ; an extremely thin
barrier or blocking layer, at which the
;

IO

rectifying action takes place ; and a
counterelectrode layer, made of a metal
alloy which acts as the cathode of the
cell. The alloy can be recognized by
its silvery crystalline appearance. It
does not extend to the edge of the
plate, but is usually applied with a
slight margin to eliminate the possibility of direct shorts to the aluminum
anode at the edge of the plate. The
area of this alloy cathode is the effective rectifying area of the cell.
The type of rectifying unit most
commonly used in standard receiver
circuits is composed of a number of
selenium cells in series (usually five)
and is called a half -wave selenium -rectifier stack. The plates are separated
by spacing washers to permit cooling
by convection.
Electrical Characteristics and
Limiting Factors

The selenium cell is essentially an
electric valve, having roughly 2,000
times as much resistance to current
through it in one direction as in the
other. The direction in which conventional current will be easily conducted
through the cell (from aluminum anode
to alloy cathode) is known as the forward direction, while the opposite
(high resistance) direction is termed
the reverse direction.
In Fig. 2 appears the typical forward and reverse current characteristic of a cell. It can be seen that the
value of resistance in either direction
is not constant, but varies with the
value of voltage across the cell. It is
important that this non-linear current voltage characteristic be carefully considered when performing tests on a
rectifier. It should also be noted that
the selenium rectifier will pass a small
but measureable current in the reverse
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Graph of forward and reverse current
versus voltage. Note the differences in the
forward and reverse scales.
Fig. 2.

direction when operated under rated
conditions.
If a selenium stack is subjected to a
reverse voltage for some time, the reverse leakage current will decrease.
This process is called electroforming,
and it occurs every time the stack is
put into use at rated voltage. Consequently, in a radio set, the average
leakage of a selenium unit decreases
with time. However, if the rectifier
has been out of use for a day or so, the
reverse leakage, upon reapplication of
voltage, will be higher than normal,
taking about a minute to reform to its
previous value.
During the first month or two of
operation, the average forward resistance of the rectifier stack will gradually increase, causing a drop in output
voltage. Generally, this aging process
will not cause any ncticeable change in
receiver performance however, unusually severe operating conditions may
result in excessive aging. Replacement
of the rectifier is recommended in the
event of a 15% drop in the original
output voltage, at which time the for ;

Servicing of
S ELENI UM
ward voltage drop across the stack
wold be approximately 15 volts RMS
instead of the normal 5 volts RMS
at rated load.
Although rated for a definite continuous normal operating load current,
the selenium stack will withstand momentary overloads of many times this
rated current without serious damage.
Plate temperature is an important
factor in stack operating. Maximum
selenium plate temperature for chassis
operation has been set at 75°C
(167°F). Since excessive heat accelerates aging, it is desirable to keep
the rectifier unit at its normal operating temperature of 70°-75°C (158°F 167°F) or below, especially while the
stack is new. For rated load conditions, a maximum ambient temperature
of 45°C (113°F) will limit the plate
temperature to acceptable values.
Typical half -wave selenium rectifiers
for radio use at present have continuous dc load current ratings ranging
from 50 to 500 ma, and vary in size
from less than 1 cubic inch to about 4
cubic inches. For the most part, however, the 100-ma 1 -cubic -inch size is
found in standard receivers today. The
larger sizes are more commonly being
used in TV sets. Stacks are rated to
withstand a maximum of 380-volt
peak-inverse voltage, and 900 volts
across the insulation between each terminal and the mounting eyelet. When
used in a half-wave circuit with a
filter, the ac line voltage should not
exceed 130 volts RMS.
Commcn Circuits for Selenium Stacks
in Radio Receivers

Of the types of selenium -rectifier or
power supply circuits normally en-

RECTIFIERS

countered in radio receivers, the simple half-wave system with filtered
output is by far the most common.
Used extensively in table model ac/dc
receivers and 3 -way portables, the
typical basic circuit (Fig. 3) differs
from the conventional tube' rectifier
circuit mainly in the absence of a rectifier filament connection, and in the
addition of a series protective resistance element (R1).
Diagrammed in Fig. 3 is a common
type of selenium rectifier half-wave
power supply circuit. In this circuit,
the terminal marked K or 4- should
be connected to the positive side of the
electrolytic filter capacitors and to the
B+ line. It is important that the
proper rectifier polarity be observed;
the cathode K can be identified by the
crystalline appearance of the alloy. A
minimum of 5 to 22 ohms 5 -watt series
resistance, R1, is placed in the circuit
to protect the stack and capacitors
against the effects of current surges
during operation, and to limit the value
of RMS rectifier current to not more
than 2.5 times the rated dc output current. The minimum value of RI depends on the load current rating of the
stack, being 22 ohms for 100 ma dc
and below, 15 ohms for 100 to 200 ma
ratings, and 5 ohms for above 250 nia.
Many radio sets have been modified in the field to be power fed by
selenium rectifiers instead of the
original tube rectifier. For those
which have been designed with provision for a pilot lamp (usually No. 47)
connection across a low voltage tap
on the rectifier tube filament, the replacement of the tube by a selenium
stack makes it necessary for the pilot
lamp to be moved to a new source of
voltage. This may be done by placing
Fig. 3 (left).

Fig. 4.

the lamp across the series resistor R1,
or across a tap on the voltage dropping or ballast resistance when provided. Of course, a suitable compensating resistor, R2, is connected in place
of the missing tube filament where
necessary. It is generally in the ac/dc
table model receiver that the filaments
are connected across the ac side of the
line; filaments for miniature tubes in
3 -way portable models usually are supplied with dc voltage from a tap on
a power supply bleeder, R3, as shown
dotted in Fig. 3.
Since the dc output voltage of a
selenium stack is normally higher than
that of a tube operating under the same
conditions, it often becomes necessary
to insert sufficient extra series resistance into the converted circuit to keep
the B supply voltage from being too
high.
It should be remembered that in the
half -wave circuit, the conditions of the
selenium rectifier and input filter capacitor are somewhat interdependent.
For instance, if the input electrolytic
capacitor is leaky, the excessive current through the capacitor may cause
the stack to overheat, while if the rectifier is not sufficiently formed, the electrolytic capacitor may in turn overheat
and possibly decrease in capacitance
due to internal changes. Typical values for C1 are 40 to 100 mfd; very
large input capacitance values should
not be used without increased values
of limiting resistance R1, since the
charging current would be very high
and would tend to overheat the selenium rectifier, accelerating aging or
possibly causing failure.
Two less commonly used power circuits involving selenium rectifiers are

A typical half -wave power supply circuit using a

selenium rectifier.

Two types of doubler circuits. In a appears a symmetrical
doubler and in b we have a series line feed doubler.
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Selenium Rectifier
(Under Test)

Rectifier Under Test
(K)

6.3v

20

0-150 VAC

117v[,C

Mfd

(Oil -filled
or Roper)

0-25Mo

Fig. 5.

AC

A reverse testing circuit.

the voltage doublers, shown basically
in Fig. 4.

Again the series protective resistor
important. The same 130 -volt ac
input voltage limit should be observed
as in the half -wave circuit, and R,
should be 25 to 50 ohms depending on
capacitor values and load conditions.
is

Test Procedures and Circuits

When a selenium rectifier has been
subjected to excessive voltage, current,
or temperature conditions, it may become partially or completely damaged.
Final evidence of such condition is
given by an electrical test; however,
there are several physical indications
of a faulty stack which may be helpful
in recognizing possible trouble in the
rectifier or in the external circuit:
Sparking: If a much higher than
rated inverse voltage is applied across
a selenium stack, a crackling, popping
sound may be heard, accompanied by
small blue -white sparks on the alloy
surface. Ordinarily, this should not
be mistaken for an indication of a permanently faulty rectifier, since the effect will cease as soon as the excessive
voltage is lowered, and, if the surge
lasts only a few seconds, the rectifier
will then continue normal operation.
Blowout Patches: Many of the
sparks leave small, round blowout spots
which appear black against the silvery
alloy. These blowouts are self healing,
and will not short the rectifier; they
decrease the alloy surface, however,
and if the sparking condition has been
severe, the effective rectification area
may have been reduced below allowable values. Further passage of rated
current through this reduced area may
cause excessive heating and subsequent
total failure of the stack. If blowouts
are observed all around the contact
washer at the center of the plate, it is
best to replace the rectifier. Plates
with greater than 20% blowout density
are not recommended for further use.
Melted and Discolored Alloy: If the
stack forward current is increased to
12

Fig. 6.

several times normal value for an extended period of time, the temperature
of the rectifier may rise beyond the
melting point of the alloy cathode,
which would cause it to soften and run,
with possible surface discoloration.
This condition indicates that the unit
is unfit for further use. When a stack
has been completely destroyed, there
will usually be noticed a combination
of blowout patches and melted, discolored alloy.
It is important that the selenium
stack characteristics as noted previously be kept well in mind while proceeding with and evaluating tests made
on the unit. Emphasis should be placed
on the fact that an ohmmeter gives almost meaningless readings when used
on a selenium rectifier in both the forward and reverse directions. The resistance reading will depend on the
ohmmeter voltage and scale, since the
resistance of a stack in either direction
depends on the particular value of voltage across it. Therefore, ohmmeters
should be used only to check stack continuity and never to determine the relative quality of a selenium unit.
There are several circuits and procedures concerning a high back voltage
selenium rectifier which will be of use
in indicating its general quality for
operation in receivers.
Continuity: To test a stack for an
open connection, readings of resistance
in both the forward and reverse directions should be taken with a high range
ohmmeter. Two readings, one with the
'Ratings apply to all radio half -wave rectifier

sizes.

Fig.

7.
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Circuit of an alternate reverse testing setup.

meter leads reversed, will normally
read greatly different values in each
direction for a stack having continuity,
while an open rectifier is indicated by
the same extremely high reading in
forward and reverse directions.

Reverse Leakage: Blocking quality
of a selenium receiver stack may be
measured in several ways. Probably

the most simple and convenient test
circuit would be that illustrated in
Fig. 5.
Polarity of stack connection in this
circuit is immaterial. It is important
that the 20-mfd capacitor be of the
paper or oil -filled type, and not electrolytic.
The input voltage should be increased from zero by means of a suitable potentiometer or variable auto transformer. If the stack begins to
sputter and spark as the voltage E,n
is increased, the value of applied voltage should be allowed to remain for a
few minutes at the highest value which
will not cause sparking on the alloy,
then slowly increased again, the procedure being repeated until the input
voltage is up to 117 volts ac or unti]
the ac milliammeter reads full scale.
Only damaged or badly deformed rectifiers will exhibit this sputtering effect;
for the most part, full rated voltage
may be applied without causing sparking. The input voltage should he allowed to remain at 177 y for about five
minutes before a reading of ac milliamperes is taken.
If the ac milliammeter reading is
10% of the rectifier rated dc load current or less, with the 117 y ac impressed, the stack reverse blocking
quality is good. If the current reading
is slightly higher than proper for the
particular size stack tested the unit is
poor in reverse grade, but may reform
upon longer voltage application. High
current readings indicate a damaged
stack. For instance, if a selenium
rectifier rated at 100 ma dc were put
on this test, and the current reading
were 10 ma ac or less at 117 y ac in (Continued on page 45)
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TV Model With
by WALTER H. BUCHSBAUM
Chief Engineer

Circuit innovation,
keyed agc (cover), was developed to
improve the noise characteristic of a
receiver and prevent overloading. It
was found possible to include this
new system in a 630TS chassis (Fig.
1) and obtain extremely effective results. For example, in tests a model
with the circuit was found capable of
holding the picture steady with up to
30% flutter modulation from airplanes
flying up to 400 mph.
The operation of the keyed agc system is based on the principle that horizontal sync pulses are of constant amplitude which change only as the signal
strength changes. The agc bias voltage is made dependent only on the
sync pulse amplitude and does not
vary as the picture components vary.
One of the two main advantages of
this system is that the 60-cycle sync
pulse does not enter into the agc circuit, and therefore need not be filtered
out from the agc bias voltage. Filtering the 60 -cycle pulse requires a long
time constant filter and that, in turn,
means that the agc cannot respond to
fast changes in signal strength. This
is particularly objectionable in the case
of airplane flutter, caused by the beat
RECENTLY

A

TV

between the direct signal and that reflected from the speeding plane. The
beat frequency which causes airplane
flutter is usually up to about 100 cycles,
and naturally the conventional type of
agc filter simply filters out any change
in agc bias due to this flutter frequency.
Keyed agc employs filters which
have a much shorter time constant and
therefore the agc bias is able to compensate for airplane flutter. The other
advantage of keyed agc is its practical
immunity to noise. Standard agc systems, using the entire picture signal,
are naturally influenced by the amount
of noise present in the picture. In a
difficult location the noise pulses may
be so strong as to cause a strong negative bias to be set up, which then cuts
down the amplification of the desired
picture signal. In the keyed agc system only the sync pulse amplitude affects the agc bias, and since the sync
pulses take up less than 5% of the duration of the entire signal, less than 5%
of the total noise present can have any
effect on the agc. In actual field tests
14

Tech -Master Products Company

this noise immunity is apparent, providing a difference between a weak,
snowy picture, and a strong picture
with occasional noise spots.
The agc tube, a 6AU6, obtains its
plate voltage from a special winding
on the width control. This plate voltage is a sharp, positive pulse from the
horizontal sweep system. Only during
the period of this pulse, which is about
190 volts peak -to -peak, can the tube
conduct; the cathode is 140 volts positive and no current can flow. During
the conduction period, the amount of
plate current is determined by the control grid bias, which is fixed at about
5 volts negative.
The sync pulse,
which is positive, appears on the grid
at the same time as the sharp pulse appears on the plate, if the horizontal
sweep is in synchronism. The amplitude of the sync pulse therefore determines the plate current. If the sync
pulse is strong, from a strong picture
signal, it will drive the grid less negative and permit more plate current.
The plate current flows through 150,000- and 100,000-ohm resistors and
charges a .5 mfd capacitor (Cm), thus
creating a negative dc bias across these
resistors. The voltage across the 100,000 -ohm unit is then applied to the
grids of the first three if amplifiers and
the rf stage, controlling the gain of
these tubes. The screen potential of
the 6AÚ6 agc tube is obtained from a
convenient 210 -volt dc point and remains fixed.
RF Tuner

The tuning unit in this modified
Response curve of the stagger-tuned
if circuit; picture if carrier is at half-power point
with a full 4-mc bandwidth. The sharp dip at
21.25 mc is due to action of the sound if traps.
Fig. 2.
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model is the popular standard front end
tuner, which has a different set of rf
and oscillator coils for each channel.
Individual sets of coils can be removed

for repair or adjustment without dismantling the unit. Oscillator alignment is possible from the front of the
set. Each channel can be tuned separately and the adjustment of one has
no effect on any of the others. The
first if coil is mounted on the tuner
sub-chassis and tuned from the top.
In a 21.25 -mc sound if trap there is
a separate coil, mounted next to the
first if coil and also tunable from the
top. A 6AG5 is used as an rf amplifier and a 6J6 duo -triode as an oscillator and mixer.
Video IF Amplifiers

The stagger -tuned if system used in
this model is identical to that used in
the 630 type circuit, in alignment procedure and performance. Peaking
frequencies are at 23.4, 25.2, 22.3, 25.3
and 21.8 mc. These coils, in the rf
front end, with their varied loading
consisting of the different grid and
plate resistors, provide a response
curve like that shown in Fig. 2. The
picture if carrier is at the half power
point, with a full 4 -mc bandwidth.
The sharp dip at 21.25 mc is due to the
action of the sound if traps, one of
which is located on the rf tuner and
the second one being in the cathode of
the last picture if tube. As cited previously, the outstanding difference between this circuit and the original 630
appears in the agc circuit, with the
control grids of the mixer and the first
three if stages obtaining their bias
from this agc circuit. For alignment
purposes it is necessary to deactivate
this circuit temporarily. During the
if alignment process, the agc tube
must be removed and a 3 -volt battery
connected across the agc network
(100,000 ohms) and C,,, (.5 mfd).
Two 1%-volt flashlight batteries connected in series will do the trick. The
brass center stud is connected to the
chassis and the outer shell to the agc
network, and a negative bias simulating the action of the agc tube will be
obtained. The alignment of the if
traps at 19.75 and 27.75 mc will be
(Continued on page 26)
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performance Diagnosis
Of Vacuum -Tube Circuits
How to Use Tube Characteristic Curves For
Circuit Analyses and Determine Possible Sources
of Trouble.

Fig.
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Operating Point

In diagnosing stage performance
one of the most important considerations is the operating point. Once it
has been found the remainder of the
information to be gathered presents no
particular problems. Thus, the very
first task is to find the operating point
by plotting a dynamic load line on the

-80
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Plot illustrating the corrections for winding resistance and plate -load resistor. Area at left
represents plate dissipation and area at right the dc dissipation in the load resistor.
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THERE ARE NUMEROUS occasions when
complete circuit information is not

The

e
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in Television

Temple University
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Plate Volts

Fig. 2b.

Instructor

available and operational characteristics of a particular circuit are desired.
Often the only information provided
may be the schematic with tube types
and parts' values listed. At times the
gain or output voltage may be the unknown and at other times, when trouble -shooting, it would be helpful to
know just the operating plate voltage
or grid bias. Occasionally we'd like
to know what would happen if a different part value were substituted in
place of a value shown on schematic.
Most of this type of information can
be readily calculated, knowing only
tube types and parts' values. The only
tools necessary are a common sense
approach and a set of tube characteristic curves. A working knowledge of
curve procedures is also of the utmost
importance in basic practical design
work.

Three 6A3 triode circuits with the same operating point.

E0,

by EDWARD M. NOLL

-20

curves.
Suppose 6A3 circuits were the problem. Selecting three typical 6A3 circuits (Fig. 1) we find that each one
has the very same operating point.
This is found for each case on the
curve of Fig. 2. In the first example,
an output stage is shown feeding a
1,750 -ohm reflected load cathode resistor value is 750 ohms. To find the
operating point the procedure is as follows
(1) A straight vertical line is drawn
from the plate voltage axis along the
250 -volt line. The operating point is
along this curve, for at the operating
point the plate voltage must be 250
(neglecting resistance of the trans;
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former).
(2) Now we have to draw a curve,
which represents a possible loci of
(Continued on page 27)
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HERE'S WHAT THE PLAN IS:
The dealer who displays this Certificate wipes out all doubt in his
customers' minds as to the quality and dependability of his radio service
work. He offers a 90 -day BONDED guarantee on his radio set repair
work and replacement parts, backed by American Mutual Liability
Insurance Co.'s assets of close to a hundred million dollars. YET, IT
COSTS HIM NOTHING!
Ninety per cent of all Raytheon Bonded Dealers report that they are making it the feature of their own advertising programs.
The Raytheon Tube Distributor in your area has this Bond for you
if you qualify. It doesn't cost you a cent, but at
one fell swoop it sweeps away mistrust the
biggest barrier to volume and profit.
Get in touch with your Raytheon Distributor.
Ask him how to become a BONDED
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN.

-

-

RAYTHEON
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Television Picture Tubes of genuine
Raytheon quality are now available
in all popular types. For peak video
performance, specify Raytheon Radio and Television Tubes.

RAYTHEON

RAYTHEON
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Radio Receiving Tube Division
Newton, Mass., Ch:cogo, Ill., Atlanta, Go
Los Angeles, Calif.
Rodio Receiving Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes,
Special Purpose Tubes, Subminiature Tubes,
Microwave Tubes
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Magnetic Tape Playback -Recorder System Operation and Servicing Notes'

tape-recording systems appear to have outgrown their gadget
stage and become quite a factor in
home very -long-playing phono -type
applications.
Of particular importance in the setup
is the tape.
The physical properties of a magnetic tape are of considerable importance to the behavior of the recording
system. Most of the magnetic tapes
produced and used today are composed
of a coating of the magnetizable material on a stable, non-metallic backing.
Backings commercially used are made
of organic materials and may be of a
fibrous type such as paper or of a continuous film type, a typical example of
which is cellulose acetate film. An
ideal backing would be one which had
infinitesimal thickness and an infinite
modulus of elasticity. Such an ideal
backing would then have no stretch,
but at the same time have a high degree of flexibility.
Since we must obviously deal with
practical materials and since performance must be balanced against cost, for
a commercial product, certain compromises with an ideal backing must be
made. Cellulose acetate has long been
used as the safety base material for
home movie film, where its aging properties and its stability under varying
conditions of temperature and humidity have been thoroughly evaluated.
Since its performance has been studied
over a period of years and since it has
reasonable mechanical strength in the
thickness desired for magnetic tape, it
has found wide acceptance. Since
magnetic tape must be subjected to a
certain amount of tension during the
recording operation, it must necessarily experience a certain degree of
elongation. If this elongation is constant in the recording and playback
operations, the recorded signal will be
reproduced without alteration with respect to time. Variations in tape thick MAGNETIC

18

by KENNETH STEWART
ness would cause corresponding variations in elongation of the tape at a
given tension, and while such tape
might give consistent performance
when recorded and played on the same
machine of different type would be
subject to appreciable elongation. It
can readily be seen, therefore, that
thickness variations have to be reduced
to a minimum, a condition which is
satisfactorily accomplished in present
commercial practice.
On most recording machines, the
tape is dragged across several stationary surfaces including the erase, record
and playback heads. Because of this
treatment, the coefficient of friction
between the tape and the stationary
surfaces must be reasonably low. If
such is not the case, the tape will not
have a uniform tension throughout its
path of travel to the capstan, as the
tension will build up from friction
point to a friction point. An appreciable increase in tension may be produced by the time the tape reaches the
playback head (usually the list element in the head lineup) and this tension can cause the playback head to
wear at a rapid rate. A high degree
of friction also results in a certain
amount of chatter of the tape passing
over the head. This chatter becomes
audible, in some cases, as a squeal
which may appear both as a mechani*From a paper presented at the NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference by Reynolds Marchant, development engineer of magnetic tape
at Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.

'The NAB magnetic tape committee has recently recommended use of a standard hub for
magnetic tape reels. Tape would be supplied by
the tape manufacturer on this standard hub.
A suitable flange, or flanges, can be attached
to this hub to permit use of the tape on any
professional recording equipment. Tape made
on one recorder can thus be readily adapted
to use on another type of machine with no
necessity for rewinding the tape.
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cal noise and as a modulation of the
signal on the tape. This type of modulation can become very objectionable
and can ruin an otherwise satisfactory
recording. For this reason, the coefficient of friction must be held to as
low a value as is possible, consistent
with adequate traction at the capstan.
Satisfactory tape must have no appreciable tendency to stick to itself when
wound up in a tight roll.
Equipment Features

It must be recognized that the recorder and playback design must be
correlated with the mechanical properties of the tape. Recording equipment designed to permit rapid forward
or rewind motion of the tape must be
capable of accelerating the tape to a
running speed or braking the reels to
a quick stop without subjecting the
tape to momentary stresses of high
value, since such stresses may produce
elongation of a permanent nature. Rewinding of plastic -back magnetic
tape is preferably done at constant
torque, so that the tape tension decreases as the reel becomes larger.
However, some compromise between
constant torque and constant tension
will usually give satisfactory results.
Most of the tape recorder manufacturers, making equipment for high-fidelity
use, have designed mechanisms to
drive the tape at either the standard
NAB' speed of 15" per second or the
secondary speed of 7.5" per second,
permitting flexibility of operation and
maximum economy in use of tape.
On a magnetic recorder, the playback head must be very carefully
aligned with the magnetic image produced by the record head to insure
proper reproduction of the recorded
signal. The recorded magnetic image
on the tape must also be oriented
exactly perpendicular to the direction
(Continued on page 31)

Says GENE AFT 10NY
Manager, Service Department
General Electric Supply Corp.
New York City

"MAKES TV SET ALIGNMENT EASY"
IN the biggest, fastest, toughest TV market
in the world, TV set alignment is no longer
a difficult, time-consuming job. Three new
coordinated G -E test equipments now assure
ease, speed, and accuracy in this work.
Says Gene Anthony, one of the best known
service managers in New York: "The new
G -E Test Equipment Package has improved

our operation tremendously. Alignment work
that used to require all the time of specialists

?Ica caw/ea/pea

covitt4nee

in our shop is now performed with full confidence by any one of our men. Operation
and controls of the three instruments-Variable Permeability Sweep Generator, Crystal
Controlled Marker Generator, and Cathode
Ray Oscilloscope-are simple and easy to
understand and can be taught quickly.
"With this equipment we do all kinds of TV
service work-including mass alignments and
the servicing of head ends as separate units."

General Electric Company

_

Building 1, Room
Electronics Park

1

Syracuse, New York

Send me complete data on the new

GENERAL

2t ELECTRIC

G -E

Television Test Package.
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Analyses of the Admiral AM/FM Tuner and 16" Tube TV Chassis.
receivers appear to be gaining acceptance, particularly those with the large picture tubes.
In Figs. 1 and 2 appear an excellent
example of this type of set, which uses
a 16" metal viewing tube.
In the rf tuner section of this model
(Admiral 21A1 TV and 4K1 FM/AM
tuner) balanced 300-ohm and unbalanced 75 -ohm (coaxial line) input impedances are provided by a center tapped primary winding L1c1A. The
secondary winding of this circuit is
tuned by the input capacity of the
6AG5 input capacity in series with the
parallel combination of a pair of 5 and
.5 to 3 mmfd capacitors, C. and C,o2,
the latter also being used for alignment. Loading of the secondary by
a 3,900 -ohm resistor, R101, provides
the required bandpass in this first
tuned circuit.
The primary coil L1mA is the plate
load of the rf amplifier. A trimer,
C.04, and tube output capacity tune this
coil. A 10,000-ohm damping resistor,
Rena, provides the required bandpass.
Channel selection is accomplished by
rotation of a turret assembly, a different set of coils (L101 and L102) being
switched in for each channel.
COMBINATION AM/FM/TV

Mixer

Secondary coil L102B feeds the rf and
oscillator injection voltages to the grid
of the mixer stage, one triode section
of a 6J6. The secondary, L1o2B, is tuned
by the tube input capacity and .5 to 3
mmfd trimmer, CIm, also used for
alignment adjustment. A 100-mmfd
capacitor and two resistors, 4,700 and
220,000 ohms, (C1os, Rio. and R.), develop grid -leak bias for the mixer
stage. The two resistors are used in
this circuit in order that their junction
can be brought out as an alignment
test point. A 'scope can be connected
to a test point without materially affecting the operation of the circuit.
The output of the mixer stage is
coupled to a video amplifier by means
of a network composed of a 10-mmfd
capacitor, 22.3 -mc iron -slug coil, 300mmfd unit, 4.2 microhenry rf choke,
another choke coil, and a 72-mmfd capacitor (C114, L,09, C110, L,01, L10, and
20

C...). The remainder of the network
comprises two tuned circuits and a
trap. The plate of the mixer has the
tuned circuit of L. and C4 (in series
with the trap, Lies and C115) which with
the tube output and distributed capacities are resonated to the video if bandpass. The tuned circuit to which this

plifier of conventional design. Cathode
bias is used on both stages. The sound
if signal is taken from a video sub chassis by a 21.25 -mc series -tuned circuit which is link -coupled to the plate
coil of the first video if amplifier.
(Early production video if sub-chassis
employ two stages of amplification before the sound signal is applied to the
grid of the first sound if.)

is coupled is composed of LBo1 and the
input capacity of the first video if amplifier. Overcoupling of these two
tuned circuits is provided by the
mutual reactance of the trap circuit.
Cllr and LIB comprise a trap, tuned to
approximately 17.5 mc, which performs
the function of adjacent channel picture rejection.

Ratio Detector

A 6AL5 ratio detector is used for
FM sound detection. The network between point Z and ground (de -emphasis filter and volume control circuit) is
the of output load circuit. A 330mmfd capacitor (Czos) serves as an if

Oscillator

HF

bypass.
Ratio detector limiter action is provided by the filtering action of 4-mfd
capacitor, C207, which is effectively connected across the tuned secondary of
T202 through the two diode sections of
the 6AL5. This tends to hold the if
signal amplitude at its average value
and results in limiter action.
Since C. charges to a value proportional to average if signal amplitude
and then limits at that level, the circuit
will adjust itself to any signal level.
As a result, limiter action is effective
on weak as well as strong signals.

In this circuit, using the other half
of the 6J6, the oscillator coil L 00 is
inductively coupled to a mixer grid
coil, L.o28 for oscillator injection to the
mixer. A 10-mmfd capacitor, C109, in
series with a parallel .3-5 mmfd com-

bination, C,,,, and C1,1, form the split
capacitor of a Colpitts oscillator. Variable -dielectric type capacitor C. is the
sharp tuning control.
Grid -leak bias for the oscillator is
developed by a 10,000 -ohm resistor
and 20-mmfd capacitor, Rim and C108.
The oscillator plate is shunt -fed by
means of a 4,700 -ohm resistor, RI88.

Straight Television Model
Audio Amplifiers

Audio IF Amplifiers

The television (only) audio amplifier system consists of a 6SQ7 voltage
(Continued on page 42)

Two high -mu sharp cut-off pentodes,
6AU6, are used in a two -stage if amFig. 2.

The second anode supply, deflection yoke and ac interlock circuit used in conjunction with
the 16" type TV receiver.
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Receiver Production Changes
0403

1+

TOOTH

Olff

New Horizontal Sweep Generator and AFC
Circuit For G. E. Receivers.
by DONALD PHILLIPS

Fig. 1. The G. E. horizontal sweep generator
and ad control circuit. (Caos, Caen, Rays and Raul
constitute an anti -hunt circuit).

SERVICE MEN

will find in the newer

TV models a horizontal sweep
generator and afc circuit, known as the
G. E.

Gruen sync, which makes use of a sinewave oscillator, V.n, to generate a
sweep waveshape. The sine -wave oscillator frequency is controlled by a
reactance tube, V.A., the plate resistance of which is determined by the
bias applied to the grid of this tube.
The bias voltage is derived from a dis-

criminator circuit consisting of V.A
Fig. 2.

Sweep generator circuit.

and V..n, the function of which is to
compare the phase between the incoming horizontal sync pulses and the output sawtooth wave. When they are
at the same frequency and in phase, no
correction voltage is generated, whereas if they are either leading or lagging,
a correcting voltage is derived, the
polarity of which is determined by the
phase (lead or lag).
Sweep Oscillator

The sweep generator (Fig. 2) uses
a triode which is connected as a
Wave shapes which result when the
capacitor charges exponentially during the time
that the Ip of the sine wave oscillator is cut
off and then discharged during the conduction
period.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

22

Reactance tube circuit.

grounded -plate Hartley oscillator.
I -sia, with the capacitive element,
CA., form a tuned circuit resonating
near the horizontal sweep frequency
of 15,750 cps. This tank is shunted
by a small capacitor, C,n,, in series with
a variable resistance, R,,., (horizontal
hold control), so that the frequency of
this oscillator may be manually controlled about a mean frequency value.
The oscillation voltage on the positive
half cycle drives the sine -wave oscillator into grid current which causes a
bias to be established across C,. and
Rae, of such a magnitude that plate current flows for only a small portion of
the cycle. The oscillator may be
termed class C as far as plate current
flow is concerned.
In the plate circuit, therefore, if a
large resistor, R,.,, is connected to B+
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and a capacitor, C,n,, is connected at
the plate of Vnn, the capacitor may be
made to charge exponentially during
the time that the I,, of the sine -wave
tube is cut off and then discharged
during the conduction period; Fig. 3.
A resistor, Raes, is placed in series with
the capacitor, C4o,, so as to modify the
sawtooth waveshape to give it a peaking voltage at the start of the trace..
The value of the resistance determines
the extent of peaking. It is usually
made variable in the receiver and
called a peaking control. The degree
of peaking influences both the linearity
and high voltage available from the
horizontal output stage.
Reactance Tube

Across the sine -wave oscillator tank
circuit linked through a capacitor,
Cam,,, is the reactance tube, so identified
because it effectively changes the capacitive reactance across the tuned
circuit as the bias on this tube is
changed.
When the tube is highly conductive,
as would be the case when the bias
voltage applied to the grid is low, then
the tube plate resistance is low and the
capacitor in series with this relatively
low resistance has an appreciable reactive effect across the tank circuit,
resulting in a lower frequency of
oscillation. As the bias is made more
negative, the tube plate resistance rises,
causing the linking capacitor to have
less shunting .effect across the tank
circuit. This results in a rise in frequency. It will be seen that the frequency of the sine -wave oscillator, and
thereby the sweep voltage output, may
be controlled by the change in grid
bias voltage on this tube.
This circuit is operated at all times
with an initial negative bias. The
(Continued on page 33)
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Scruici#qïflclps
Application of Picture Width -Control Circuits. Eliminating Sync Troubles,
Black Line -White Line Problems and Tuning Drift in TV Models.
ONE OF the particularly interesting
circuits in the TV receiver is the picture -width control arrangement. With
novel circuitry, the picture can be
made to horizontally fill out the entire
mask of the picture tube.
In the early models, such as the
Philco 48-700, the gain of the horizontal -sweep-output tube was varied by
adjusting a variable resistor in the
cathode of that circuit (Fig. 1), thus
changing the amplitude of the saw tooth voltage.
In the larger sets, using electromagnetic deflection, the width control
had to be designed somewhat differently. Since the high voltage is also
derived from the horizontal output amplifier, the tube gain cannot be varied
to control the width, as it will affect
the high voltage.
For instance, the Philco 48-1000
and similar chassis, featured a width
control consisting of a pair of inductances with an adjustable powdered
iron core Fig. 2. To obtain a larger
picture horizontally, it is necessary to
have a means of increasing the amount
of current fed into the horizontal deflection coils to obtain a smaller picture, this current must be decreased.
As the slug is varied, the inductance
of coils L, and L2 vary inversely. This
is due to the physical location of the
coils with respect to the position of the
;

;

slug.

With the width control turned out
counterclockwise, the slug will be cenFig. 2. Another type of width-control circuit
used in the Philco model 48.1000. Ti is the
horizontal output transformer and Li and L2 are
the width coils.
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by M. A. MARWELL
tered in coil L, causing a greater inductive reactance, and, consequently,
an increased opposition to the flow of
current in the deflection coils. Since
the slug is out of L2 the reactance of
the coil is lowered, and, since this coil
is in parallel with the horizontal deflection coil, more current is shunted
away from the deflection coils, resulting in a smaller picture. When the
iron slug is turned clockwise, so that it
is centered in L2, the reactance of the
coil increases, while the reactance of
L, decreases, resulting in a larger picture.
In the Philco models 49-1040 and
similar chassis, a more versatile control (Fig. 3) has been included and
can be used to replace the older type
control.
The arrangement of the coils is
somewhat like the 48-1000, except that
there is a link switching arrangement
available, to short out portions of coils
L, and L2. With the link in the upper
position, part of coil L, is shorted out,
decreasing the reactance of that coil,
and allowing more current to flow to
the parallel network of L2 and the deflection coil. Since the full amount of
L2 is in the circuit, the reactance of
that coil is greater, causing most of
the available current to flow through
the deflection coils, thus increasing the
width. With the link in the lower
position, part of coil L2 is shorted out,
1Philco 34-4317.
Fig.

1.

A width -control circuit used in Philco

model 48-700.
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decreasing its reactance, and the entire
length of L, is back in the circuit. The
increased reactance of L, opposes the
flow of current to the network of L.
and the deflection circuit, cutting down
the size of the picture. By combining
the use of the link and the adjustable
core, a much greater control of width
may be obtained.
TV Tuning

Drift Problems

A common cause of tuning drift in
early Philco models was the discriminator transformer. This drift was
severe only in the first few thousand
sets with capacitor -tuned transformers.
Discriminator transformers' using
inductive tuning were found to be the
solution.
The major part of the tuning drift
in the early models was traced to the
heterodyne oscillator. To offset the
oscillator drift, it was found necessary
to change the 10-mmfd capacitor, from
the grid to the oscillator to ground, to
a temperature compensating type, and
install an inductive tuning discriminator transformer. Otherwise, the short time tuning drift becomes a problem
since the compensation introduced by
the capacitor will be in the direction
opposite to the drift in the earlier type
transformers. Severe cases of tuning
drift warrant changing to these new
(Continued on page 29)
Fig. 3. A third type of width -control circuit,
featured in the Philco model 49-1040. Ti is a
horizontal output transformer, Li and L2 are the
width coils and Si is an adjustable link which
is used to short out portions of the Li and La
coils and thus control the reactance of the coil.
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Keyed AGC
(Continued from page 14)
found to add to the adjacent channel
rejection qualities of the set.

9-pin miniature 6T8 which has been

found to provide the same performance as the conventional 6AL5 diode
and 6AT6 triode. A single 6K6 acts
as audio output tube.
Picture Amplifier

Sound Section

Three stages of sound if amplification are used in the receiver. The last
sound if stage with a 6AU6 sharp cutoff pentode, acts as a limiter to remove
amplitude modulation from the FM
sound signal. As diode and audio
driver amplifier the model uses the

Sweep Circuits

KSD-TV

The trend is to Tenna-Rotor. Tie in with this television advertising now!
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Thus the sync pulses must go in a
positive direction. A positive polarity
signal must be applied to the cathode
of the picture tube to cut off the electron beam during the retrace time.
The grid of the picture tube is kept at
a dc potential which is varied by a
brightness control. Adjustment of
this control sets the bias of the picture
tube and therefore regulates the electron beam current and thus the brightness of the picture.
To vary the gain of the picture amplifier the screen of this tube is connected to a voltage divider consisting
of R147 and the contrast control, Rte.
Changing the screen voltage changes
the plate current of the 6AC7 and
therefore the amplitude of the picture
signal. The range of the contrast control is so designed that it permits no
overload and does not cut off the signal entirely.
The frequency response of this picture amplifier has been adjusted so as
to give a flat curve with 4 me at the
half power point. The plate load resistance, a total of 5,100 ohms, has
been split up into a pair of 3,300 -ohm

The picture amplifier section consists of a 6AC7 pentode directly coupled to the second detector and to the
picture tube, thus eliminating the need
for a dc restorer. Because of the requirements of the keyed agc system,
the picture signal at the plate of the
6AC7 must have positive polarity.
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The horizontal and vertical sweep
circuits feature a 12AU7 dual triode
which serves as clipper and phase inverter. The phase inverter section
produces horizontal sync pulses of
equal amplitude but opposite polarity,
which are then coupled to a 6AL5
phase discriminator. A feedback saw tooth voltage is obtained from the agc
winding on the width control and fed
through R. and 0143 to the phase discriminator. This tube compares the
phase and frequency of the sync pulse
and the horizontal oscillator and generates a dc voltage which controls the
bias and therefore the frequency of
the horizontal oscillator.
The horizontal oscillator is one-half
of a 6SN7 dual triode, and contains an
LC tank circuit together with a resistance R., which results in a combination sine and square wave. The second section of this tube acts as a discharge tube and forms a sawtooth voltage which drives a 6BG6 horizontal
output amplifier.
The vertical sweep circuits employ
a single 6SN7 dual triode as blocking
oscillator and output tube. Vertical
sync pulses are obtained from the plate
of a 12AU7 phase splitter and pass
through an integrating network (R1
R1,, C1,, C., and Clé).

Performance Diagnosis
(Continued from page 16)

operating points for the 750 -ohm cathode bias resistor. This can be done by
taking a few values of bias and finding
the values of plate current which produce this value of bias with a 750 -ohm
cathode resistor ; this is plotted on the
proper bias curve.
- E. 40
ma
Point

I=-=-=53
R
-E.
I=-=-=80
ma
R

NEW STAII)ARDS
OF P ai1CH! MANCE

750

Pointa

60

750

(3) A line is then drawn between
these points. Where this line crosses
vertical plate voltage we have the operating Point. This point,
is at -45
250 volts Ep, and 60 ma Io.
volts
To check this point we multiply 60 ma
times 750 ohms and our answer is 45
volts bias.
(4) To obtain additional information a load line is drawn through the
operating point with a slope of 1,750
ohms. Conventional load line procedure is used to do this. Since two
points determine a straight line and
one peint is the operating point, a second point is obtained by assuming a
plate voltage change. In the interest
of simplicity this change was taken to
be 250 volts to bring us down to the
plate current axis.

zE

of=-r=-=
R
250

142 ma

1750

PaRTA,Bl

Thus loadline crosses plate current axis
at 202 ma, which along with operating
point permits plotting of load line YY'.
(5) Other information can be found
using conventional formulas and procedures. Suppose we assume a 5 -volt
peak grid signal.
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180' out of phase, eliminating cs°igmatic

defocusing

of

trace.

Linear Time -Base:

Gas -triode
sweep frequency output variable
8 to 30,000 cps. Autrna-ic beam
blanking on return fraca.
-

from

t

h.; 8'a" w.: 19" d.
50 lbs.

Size: 13'4"

60

-

axis; 50 millivolts

sity.

Per cent second harmonic distortion
Imxx+Imte
142+6

Imxx-Imie

Y

short -ecgth of new Do Mort Typo

3RP-A contributes to portabi_ity. Oierall
accelerating potential. 1000 v. 71a face

peak banks trace at normal inten-

90

2

msr in_ for

intensify Modulation:

237

I°

volts

High-vain a -c and d-c Am
plifiers: Sensitivity of iii milli-

cps. Sweep speeds faster than 1 in./
microsecond: slower than 10 seconds
using external capacitors a`r frort panel.

-4 watts

-=

5CP-h epelated at overall
ating potential cf 3000 v. in Type 304-11:
1780 v. ir. Tape 304. With this exception, both types are identical.

Sweeps: Variable tram

8

OSCILLOGRA`,f{
Cathode-ray 'Sufic: E-xtrcmely

OSCILLOGRAPH

Type
-`Catkºde-ray Tube::acceler-

°Recurrent and Driven

Power output
(Ernes -Ernie) (Imox-Imre)

(345-108) (142-6)

3" CAT RODE -RAY

C: TI-*ADz;-RAY

°"

292

TYPE

YIP E

rms/in. fo' .: axis.

+60mal0=202ma

-

u(aï~',

I

4,

PoiatY

s reeved
YERSIITILITY

Size: 107,"

h.:

8's

w..;

11" d.

Weight: 21 lbs.
Features: Test
G Additional
signal of 6.3 volts peak at line

frequency available at frost panel.
Calibrated scale for quantitative mea-

surements. Magnetic shield protects
cathode-ray tube. Sturdy steel cabinet
finished in durable gray wrinkle.

PRICE: TYPE 292,$124.50

Consideration of Transformer
Resistance

If a high static current is drawn and
transformer winding has an appreci-

(Continued on page 28)

ALLEN B. DU

MONT

LABORATORIES, INC.

INSTRUMENT

DIVISION

CLIFTON, N. J.
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all parameters, -Ee,
a bit less.

P'

JAC SO N

Now, for the first time-thanks to an amazing
electronic discovery-Jackson has combined in
one oscilloscope both wide band width and
High deflection sensitivity. By merely flipping
a switch you can choose from one of three
sensitivity ranges, or one of three other band
width ranges. Here is a fine instrument, perfectly suitable for laboratory analysis, yet well
within the price range of the average radio
serviceman.
The new Jackson Model CRO-1 is in production right now! It is priced at only $195.00 net.
A special high -frequency signal tracing demodulation probe is also available at $9.95.
Get your order in today!

,a,edeoe'aez/refeTejere4w
a
megacycles. Flat within plus or minus
1.5 db. from 20 cycles to 4 megacycles.

cycles to 50 kilocycles in 5 steps.

Special Features: All controls on front panel.
Provision for 60 cycles or external sweep.

Deflection Sensitivity: Vertical amplifier,

Also

5

.018 RMS volts -per -inch on narrow band.
Horizontal amplifier .55 RMS volts -per -inch.

Input Impedance: Direct balanced,

6 megohms shunted by 11 uufd; unbalanced 3 megohms shunted by 22 uufd. Horizontal ampli-

fier 1.5 megohms.
Sweep Frequencies: Sow tooth wave, 20

has

provision for grid

direct connection, through capacitors, for
A.C. voltages to CRT deflection plates. Light
weight, easy to carry. Provided with leather
carrying handle. Attractive all steel cabinet
with gray Ham -R -Tex finish.

Dynamic Tube Testers
Vacuum -Tube Voltmeters

tors

able resistance it must be considered in
locating the operating point. For example, if the circuit of Fig. la has a
winding resistance of 250 ohms, the
plate voltage line cannot be drawn
vertically, but with a slope of 250
ohms, Fig. 2b. This is apparent when
we consider that the only time it could
be possible to apply 250 volts to the
plate would be when plate current is
zero. Plate voltage due to winding resistance becomes' progressively less,

RF

Oscillators

TV Sweep Genera-

AM -FM Sweep Generators

Checkers

(Continued from page 27)

modulation at

60 cycles or with external voltage. Full 5 inch CRT. Same height as new Jackson TVG -1
TV Sweep Generator. Rear terminal strips for

Audio Generators

Jackson Electrical Instrument Company

28

400v

=

plate current axis at

full

Service -Engineered
Test Equipment

In the b circuit of Fig. 1 the total
resistance in plate -cathode -circuit is
2,500 ohms and therefore this total resistance must be considered in drawing
the dynamic load line because of its
effect on the dc component of plate
voltage. In this circuit our first task
also is to find the operating point:
(1) A plate load line of 2,500 ohms
is drawn first. In the case of a resistor load, one point of the load line
will always be the supply voltage at
zero plate current, because the only
time 400 volts could be applied to the
plate would be with no drop in the load
or zero plate current. This differs, of
course, from the first example because,
with a reflected load the operating
plate voltage is the supply voltage and
during an ac cycle the plate voltage
swings above this value on positive alternation. With the resistor load this
never occurs and operating plate voltage is always less than supply voltage
by drop in load. To proceed, with one
point located at plate supply voltage, a
second is obtained by assuming a plate voltage change. An assumed 400 -volt
change would locate the point on the

Wide Band Amplifier: Easily usable to

tSO N

and lo, are

Resistor Plate Load

Band Width to 4.5 megacycles!
High Sensitivity of .018 volts -per -in.

,J AC

E,

Condenser
Oscilloscopes.

Dayton 1, Ohio

with an increase in plate current. The
actual decline is a function of a line
with a slope of 250 ohms on the curve.
One point is known as 250 volts on the
plate voltage axis and the second point
can be obtained by assuming a plate
voltage change again.

Point

A

A

I=

- -=
0 Ep

25

Rs.,

250

100 ma

The corrected operating point can
be located at a point where plate volt-

age line AB crosses the bias line; Fig.
2b. Thus at this new operating point
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2,500 ohms

line XX' should be drawn.
(2) A loci of operating points is
next to be drawn, as per first example,
ma

;

line AB.

(3) Operating point is again at same
position as per first example. It will
be noted, however, that the plate supply voltage is considerably higher to
obtain same operating point dc drop
across plate load resistor.
(4) Although the operating point
has been found and a load line drawn,
it is not the true output load line because the cathode resistance is present
in it. The true dynamic load line is
now drawn with a slope of 1,750 ohms,
the operating point serving as one
point already located. This true load
line of course could not have been
drawn without first locating the operating point to represent one point on
;

its slope.

(5) The true load line with a slope
of 1,750 ohms is the same as the line
YY' drawn for the first example. Operation is quite similar except for
higher supply voltage.
(6) If the supply voltage had been
left at the same value as in the first
circuit, this voltage of 250 would be

the supply voltage, and in case of the
resistor load would be on the plate
voltage axis, as shown in Fig. 2b. This
would, therefore, locate one point on
the load line and the second can be
found by assuming a plate voltage
change. We thus have a new operating poi -lt F" (where the new load line
bias line), which is at a
BB'
considerably lower plate voltage and
bias point.

cr»s

The little lamp that
became the
strong, silent type

Consiieration of Decoupling Circuit

In circuit c of Fig. 1, the supply
voltage is fed through a decoupling
circuit to the -stage and therefore it
must be considered, because of the influence it exerts on plate voltage, as a
function of dc component of plate current. The procedure for locating the
operating point is as follows
(1) The total plate -cathode resistance to supply point is again 2,500
ohms and, therefore, it must again be
used to draw the first load line which
locates operating point. This is again
line XX(2) The bias line AB is again necessary. Intersection of AB and XX'
locates the operating point.
(3) The true operating output load
line must now be drawn because only
across the 1,250-ohm plate -load resistor is there an ac output variation. A
constant dc component of voltage exists
across the cathode and decoupling resistors, The true load line is drawn
with a slope of 1,250 and the operating
point _serves as one point on its slope.
(4) From this line, output, distortion, etc., can be ascertained.
:

LGHTING radio dials is no job
for a "weakling" lamp. Testing many old style lamps, General
Electric engineers found that certain
frequencies caused severe vibration

that often tore the filament apart.
Poor contact between the filament
legs and lead-in wires also resulted
in tiny arcs or changes in resistance that caused radio interference.
1. Depe

idable, trouble -free performance.

2. High level of maintained light output.
3. Low :urrent consumption.
4. Long life.

Servicing Helps

5. Profitable to handle.

6. Greater dealer acceptance.

(Continued from page 24)
parts. As a further step to improve
oscillator stability the grids of the 6J6
were silver-plated to eliminate those
cases where the oscillator ran away
due to grid emission in the tube.
To compensate for the effects of tuning dr_ft, Philco has a channel adjuster
or diadier kit. The channel adjuster
provides for manual control of the control voltage to the reactance tube in
the oscillator circuit without completely
disconnecting the of c system. It is
thus possible to retune the oscillator
manually when the signal is too weak
to operate the of c system or when tuning drift causes the set to lose sound.
Increased correction range in the reactance tube has been obtained by
changing the neutralizing capacitor
between the grid of the reactance tube
(Continued on page 30)

That's why G -E dial lamps have
been made "the strong, silent type."
Improved design minimizes vibration,
provides positive connection between the filament and lead-in wires.
For information on prices and types
of G -E miniature lamps, call your
nearby G -E Lamp office. Or write to
General Electric Co., Division 166-S
11-49, Nela Park, Cleveland 12. O.

You can

put your confidence

GENERAL)

in-

ELECTRIC
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(Continued from page 29)
and the grid of the oscillator from 3.3
to 22 mmfd, and thus increasing the
reactance variation available. The increased range allows afc to operate
over a greater range of oscillator drift.
Sync Troublet

f
AUTO
RADIO

`` kaue

VIBRATORS

¿?e

iea.,!

Stack Sfusee

;

A COMPLETE LINE OF VIBRATORS...
Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Precision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack
Spacers for Longer Lasting Life.
Backed by more than 17 years
Vibrator Design, Development, and Manufacturing.

of experience

in

ATR PIONEERED IN THE

VIBRATOR FIELD.
NEW
VIBRATOR GUIDE

FREE

yZfZ fZ fZfZfZf
4
"A"BATTERY
ELIMINATORS

for

DEMONSTRATING AND
TESTING AUTO RADIOS

...

New Models
Designed for testing D. C. Electrical Apparatus on Regular A. C. lines. Equipped with Full- Wave
Dry Diu Type Rectifier, Assuring Noiseless, Interference -Free
Operation and Extreme long Life and Reliability.

f/ NEW

Q"A"

MODELS

V

NEW DESIGNS
NEW LITERATURE

Bettdry Eliminator, DC -AC Inverters,
Auto Radio Vibrators

See pout 5.3fos ss

AMERICAN

wit*

TELEVISION

8

RADIO

CO.

Qua(ety Psode« l Sines' /913/
SAINI PAUL
MINNESOTA-U.S.A
I
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Many service problems are the result of operating on weak signals.
Sync troubles are especially prominent
in the list of problems due to weak
signals, but the other extreme is also
undesirable. Locations very close to
television transmitters may also have
sync troubles.
Sync troubles near the transmitter
usually fall into two general classifications; first, troubles due to multiple
path reception, and second, troubles
due to overload in the receiver. Troubles due to multiple path reception do
not submit to any cut and dried procedure, although in most cases the chief
repair is attenuation of the signal. In
high signal locations antenna and leadin combinations or locations may result
in sync trouble. Attenuation of the
signal by cutting one side of the antenna coil or installation of a pad often
works. In some cases rerunning of the
leadin or use of a shielded leadin becomes necessary.
The second cause of sync trouble on
strong signals is much more common.
As in the first case, attenuation of the
signal often clears the trouble but this
kind of repair sometimes does not produce a picture with satisfactory contrast or may cause too much snow.
Overload on strong signals can be
caused by excessive leakage in the age
line bypass. This circuit uses large
capacity electrolytics to obtain the desired filtering for the system using
resistors which are limited in value by

other circuit considerations. What
would be consideredba very negligible
leakage in any other circuit cannot be
tolerated in the agc circuit if a strong
signal is applied at the antenna. Capacitors for use in this circuit must
have a leakage resistance of more than
500,000 ohms when measured with a
meter having approximately 10 volts
or less in the ohmmeter circuit.
There are often cases where there is
no agc circuit leakage and no other
fault, and yet sync trouble exists. A
number of such cases have been reported with the Philco 1040, code 121.
However, since provision has been
made in the set to switch to manual
gain control which permitted increasing bias on the if amplifiers to overcome the overload conditions which
caused sync clipping or video feed through the trouble is not serious. If
desired, sync clipping on strong sig$From Philco service notes.
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NOW! NEW LOW PRICE
FOR PHOENIX PAM -11
.. Fastest, Strongest Antenna
Mast Stand -Off Insulator

Attaches to
any size mast in
IO seconds!

Genuine Polyethylene parts.

AT LEADING
JOBBERS

Write for
folder M of
complete line
of

television

accessories.

nais can be eliminated in this chassis,
even in automatic gain operation,
by moving the sync take-off point back
to the detector. To avoid loading the
detector, a 10,000 -ohm isolation resistor should be connected from the detector o.itput to the sync amplifier.
This method is recommended only if
all stations give enough signal to sync
properly with the new take-off point.
Black

Line-White

YOU PAYS YOUR MONEY.., 4
YOU TAKES YOUR CHOICE!

Line Trouble

A problem of long standing in TV
servicing is the black line and white
line trouble. The trouble appears as
one or more black or white vertical
lines in the picture. It is most common on weak signals and on the higher channels but can also appear on the
low channels. The cause is well established as being due to spurious oscillations in the 6BG6 tube.
Recentl e with the introduction of
built-in antennas the problem received
additional attention because it became
more serious when the antenna was
placed inside the receiver cabinet. Investigaton indicated that in most cases
the oscillation took place at the end of
the return trace and that the time delay in passing through the receiver
made the lines appear within the raster. A method has been devised for
minimizing the spurious oscillations
during the return trace by coupling
opposing voltages in the output system to suppress oscillations.
This circuit is used in the Philco
50-T1400 and other models in this
series. A 250-microhenry choke has
been inserted in series with the 6BG6
screen, and the screen then coupled to
terminal 5 on the sweep output transformer through a 100-mmfd. capacitor.
In a second method, used in the
Philco 50-T1104 chassis, code 123, a
parallel tuned circuit has been installed
in series with terminal 4 of the sweep
output transformer. The trap consists
of a 470 -ohm resistor, a 600 -micro henry coil and a ..0022 mfd. capacitor
in parallel.

Phono Installation
(Continued from page 18)
of tape travel, if tapes are to be interchangeably recorded and played on
different machines. A small degree of
misalignment of the playback head

with the recorded signal can cause a
serious reduction in output at the
higher f-equencies. Recorders are
usually furnished with the record and
playback heads properly aligned, both
with respect to each other and with
respect to the tape travel. Provision
is macle, however, on all machines for
(Continued on page 32)

FLUOROSCOPIC
EXAMINATION

tom'

LE PD

TEST
0-7

STEAM
TESTER

GRqMAM

FF1tuNtsR

TOUGHNESS

TESTING
DEPARTMENT

©

Sprague Products Co.,

w.v.
TEIPONMrKE

Exaggerated? Not by a jugful! So many
claims are being made for the average capacitor these days, you'd almost need a test
department like this to prove whether or
not the manufacturers are telling the truth.
For everyday testing of essential capacitor
characteristics in your own service shop,
we recommend the Sprague Tel-Ohmike

..

f

Sprague Tel-Ohimike analyzer for fast, easy
testing of all essential capacitor and resistor
characteristics.

Analyzer. Measures capacitances from

.00001 to 2000 mfd., electrolytic power
factor to S0'ì , and electrolytic leakage under
rated voltage from built-in power supply.
Checks insulation resistance of ceramic,
paper and mica capacitors. Measures resistors from 2.5 ohms to 25 megohms. Also
is a 0-15-150-750 volt and 0-1.5-15-75 ma.
-olt-milliammeter.
Write for catalog 31-4¡4 today.

Sprague Capacitors for dependable service
in any application.

SPRAGUE

FREE! LARGE REPRINTS OF THIS CARTOON
Handsomely lithographed with advertising removed, size 11" x 14",
suitable for framing. Send 10c to cover mailing and handling cost.

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.,

North Adams, Mass.

Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Company
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YOU'LL WANT

80TH

ONlittlITE
RESISTOR
ASSORTMENTS

(Continued from page 31)
adjustment of the heads in the field.
One tape manufacturer has made available a standard head alignment tape
which will enable adjustment of the
heads to be made within ±1/ minutes
of arc at a wavelength of .001", which
corresponds to 15,000 cycles at 15" per
second. A head misalignment of 10
minutes of arc will cause a 6 db reduction in output at the 15,000 -cycle point.
This effect is less serious at lower
cycles under foregoing conditions. It
is recommended that regular checks
using a standard head alignment tape
be made as part of a routine checking
procedure.

All of the professional recorders
produced
in this country are driven by
PACKED IN
synchronous motors, so that the speed
ALL -PLASTIC CABINETS
of the tape should be independent of
3.. -Watt Little Devil Assortment,Tolerline voltage fluctuations; however, if
ence ±10%. Stock No. CAB -1, $12.50
1-Watt Little Devil Assortment, Tolerthe recorder has been designed to use
ance ±10' . Stock No. CAB -2, $18.75
the full rated power of the drive motor
NO CHARGE FOR CABINETS at rated voltage, serious speed variaIt's easy to find the right resistor tions may occur at lower line voltages,
... fast . . in these
handy, hand- since some types of synchronous mosome, all -plastic OHMITE cabinets.
Compact-only 9" x 514" x 43"- tors, when operated at reduced voltage,
-;each
one has 40 compartments fac- will lose synchronism and run as
tory packed with a carefully selected straight induction motors.
serviceman's assortment of 125
individually marked "Little
Large variations in line voltage may
Devil" resistors, either
have even more serious effects on the
watt or 1 watt, in the 40
values from 10 ohms to
performance on the rest of the system.
10 megohms most freOptimum recorder design utilizes voltquently used. And,
you pay only the
age regulator tubes to stabilize the
LITTLE voltage supply to the amplifier and bias
regular price of
the resistors...
DEVIL
oscillator tubes. Such regulator tubes
nothing extra
Composition
for cabinets.
usually have a fairly critical regulating
Resistors
range and abnormally low line voltages
See Your Distributor
will often result in loss of control of
BROWN DEVIL
the regulator tubes and serious reducVitreous Enameled Resistors tion in supply voltage to the bias oscilA favorite with service- lator. Line voltages varying from 95
men. Easily mounted to 125 are commonly encountered in
by its tinned wire leads. field use and can produce a bias curIn sizes 5, 10, and 20
rent change greater than 2 to 1. A
watts. Tol. ±- IO%.
bias change of this magnitude can produce a serious alteration in high -freDIVIDOHM
quency response and may have a
Adjustable
marked influence on the amount of
harmonic distortion produced.
Resistors

RUGGED

Vitreous enameled.
10 to 200 Watts. Ideal for
securing odd resistance values.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4879 Flournoy Street
Chicago 44, III.

©HMllTIE
Reg, U.S. Pat. Off.

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS
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TAP SWITCHES

Recorders which employ slipping
friction clutches to control the tape
tension are subject to variations in
performance due to wear or contamination of the friction surfaces. Satisfactory checks of such equipment can
usually be made with a small spring
,cale, which can be tied to the free
end of tape on a full tape reel. A
<pring scale having a maximum capacity of 16 ounces can be used. In
use, the reel can be placed on a friction driven winder spindle and the
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VISA -LITE
KEEPS WORK

IN SIGHT
Perfectly balanced, functional in design,
the DRAKE "insta -heat" Soldering Gun
gives you all the features you've
wanted: A full 135 watts, this gun has
the perfectly located VISA -LITE, that
keeps work always in full view-even
in dark difficult corners. The soldering
tip is easily - instantly - removable, using
only a screwdriver. See your distributor.

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVENUE CHICAGO 13

stalled tension thus measured. Tape
can be pulled off the reel at a slow rate
by means of the spring scale when the
reel is placed on a stationary unwind
spindle.

Wear on both the record and playback heads may be expected, although
most recorders are designed so that a
minimum life of several hundred hours
is obtained. The effects of wear on a
record head are rather complex. One
effect is to reduce the cross-section
area of the magnetic material at the
pole tips, so that saturation of the
magnetic material at this point results.
Such saturation may have two secondary effects First, spreading the recording flux over a wider area, and
second, introduction of third harmonic
distortion in the recorded signal. The
net effect of spreading the recording
flux would be to introduce a loss of
signal at the higher frequencies.
Where appreciable wear can be visibly
noted, a new record head should be installed. The worn heads must then be
returned to the manufacturer for examination. A record head may be
checked by a high power microscope
examination of the magnetic pattern
recorded on the tape, but the process
is usually too complex for normal application.
:

TV Production Changes
(Continued from page 22)
amount of this bias influences the pull in sensitivity of the system. A voltage
divider consisting of resistor Rex, and
R. is connected to the grid of the sine wave oscillator (which is a good
source of bias voltage), and the resistance value of R. is selected to provide the optimum bias.

EW HIGH

FOR

%Gly FIDELITY./

Discriminator

The discriminator, consisting of tube
sections, Vim, and V5, and their associated components, is used to develop
a dc correcting voltage by comparing
the phase between the output sawtooth
waveform and the incoming horizontal
sync pulses.
The sync pulse is negative -going, as
applied through C804 to the discriminator diodes. The tube sections conduct
as peak rectifiers and develop voltages
of equal magnitude across R. and
R585j but cif opposite polarity, as shown
in Fig. 5.
Because of this condition no voltage
can be developed across C. by virtue
of the sync pulses alone. It will be
noted, from Fig. 1, that any voltage
developed across C,es, will be applied as
bias to the sine -wave tube.
From the sweep output transformer,
a waveshape having the frequency and
phasing of the horizontal sweep generator is applied across capacitor C395

through the resistor Ruas. Integration
of the output waveshape takes place at
C. with the resultant that the voltage
across it is a sawtooth waveshape with
a frequency and phase of the sweep
generator. Thus across R. and R.
appear not only a sync pulse voltage,
but also a sawtooth voltage. The sync
pulse has attout twice the amplitude of
the sawtooth waveshape. The saw tooth voltage across R. is equal in
magnitude and polarity to that across
R,le. Since each diode operates as a
peak rectifier, they produce a dc voltage across the load resistors, R4 and
R., which is equal to the peak value
of the composite pulse and sawtooth
waveshaçes applied.
Fig. 5.

Discriminator circuit.

CUTAWAY
VIEW
showing coaxial arrangement of rugged 12" cone
full size tweeter with cobro horn, built-in
LC frequency dividing network and new super
efficient W shaped Alnico magnet.

and

íl
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a

<t) Wafts
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.
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gram material
egrated
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Leading again in
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PRICE AND QUALITY!
ECONOMY -The Model 6201 is
one of the greatest coaxial speaker
values ever offered. Despite its economical price, it offers no compro-

mise in efficiency, response, or

NCE:

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
to

ins

15,000 cycles

unit with "cobra" shaped horn for
clean, wide angle projection of the
highs, and a built-in LC type frequency dividing network with a
variable attenuator.

power handling capacity. A listenREPLACEMENT-The
ing test in comparison with higher UNIVERSAL
features of the Model
self-contained
priced competitive speakers is the
permit
rapid, easy replace6201
most convincing demonstration we
speaker for
ment
of
any
standard
can suggest to substantiate these
reprofidelity
conversion to high
claims.
MANY NEW FEATURES These duction. Only two wires to connect
include an oversize woofer 2" voice and the job is complete. Ample
coil capable of extreme excursion cable is provided for mounting the
for perfect low frequency response, a attenuator control in any convenprofessional driver-driven tweeter ient location.
WRITE DEPT. C FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

-

Ar

LOUDSPEAKERS V INC

80 50. KENSICO AVE., WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
el

Famous World -Wide far

LOUDSPEAKERS

DRIVER UNITS

TWEETERS

PORTABLE POWRMIKES
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FRSAP

THE POSSIBILITIES of guilds, licensing
or unionization were discussed at a recent meeting of the Federation of
Radio Servicemen Associations of
Robert Riedy, vice
Pennsylvania.
chairman of the Federation, is in
charge of a seven -man committee considering the choice of each of the three

organization controls.

ame)
NEW

TEN YEARS AGO

A RECORD attendance prevailed at the
annual outing of the Whaling City
Chapter of the Radio Technicians'
Guild in New Bedford, Massachusetts.
A feature of the outing was a softball
game and an impromptu lecture by Al
Saunders.
At a subsequent meeting of the
Guild, municipal regulations governing
the installation of TV antennas in New
Bedford were discussed. Representatives of the RTG, who played a major
role in preparing the code, which may
be adopted soon, disclosed that these
regulations represent the first attempt
of a city in Massachusetts to control
such installations.

ETTI

aiNOR

Members of the Whaling City Chapter of the
Radio Technicians' Guild at their annual outing.

From the Association News Page of
SERVICE, November -December, 1939

TWENTY-FIVE CHAPTERS

participated

in the NAB -RSA promotional pro-

business.... A
radio Christmas promotion was initiated at this time, too, members of
RSA checking up and repairing receivers, in the various chapter cities,
for presentation to the local charities,
who planned to distribute them during
Christmas week.... A guarantee service plan was introduced to guarantee
the work of individual Service Men
and protect the public from unscrupulous operators. . . . Joseph Tallman
was named president of the Amsterdam chapter of RSA. Samuel English
became secretary and A. R. Kindl,
treasurer.... Orville C. Mason was
named president of the Minneapolis
chapter, Arthur Lane becoming vice
president and Sears Milnor, secretarytreasurer. . . . Leon Podolsky of
Sprague Products Company lectured
before the Boston chapter on capacitors and resistors.. . . Dave Krantz
was chairman of the technical committee of PRSMA.
gram to better service

DURANITE

-

Initial-equipment Duranite
RMA color-coded-values immediately read on the wall
chart. Replacement Duranite available through jobbers-values
stamped on units for direct
reading.

Save time, trouble, mistakes! This
wall chart gives direct readings for those
initial -equipment RMA color -coded molded iubulars
capacitance, tolerance,
voltage
at a glance. Handsomely
printed in full color. And it's FREE! Get
yours from your Aerovox jobber.
Order the corresponding Duranites for
profitable servicing.

--

AEROVOXCORP.,NEW OEDFORD,MASS.,O.S.A,
pert:13 E.40th St, NewYorkl6, N.Y.. Caw: warn'
Si Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Oat

o
o
u_

INALITY
Only $9.95 for This 12 -Tool Kit!
Has

chrome -plated

detachable

nut

,

-all

in a snappy, strong metal container, shown.
A real bargain over buying separate tools and
much faster on the job! A real gift Idea for
this Christmas! Ask your dealer or jobber-or
write us.

E

34

9

driver blades!
2 screwdriver sizes in reversible chrome plated blade!
Detachable reamer! All tools St MAN
SIZED XCELITE "Combination -Detachable" handle included.

Dept. V
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PARK METALWARE CO., INC.

Orchard Park, N. Y.

New TV Parts

...

For TELEVISION,FM. and A.M.

Accessories

demand a

MODERN

STANCOR TV TRANSFORMERS

Three horizontal deflection output and
high voltage transformers have been announced by Standard Transformer Corp.,
3580 Elston Ave., Chicago 18.
IncLided are the A-8119, an exact duplicate of RCA type 211T5, for use with
the 16ÁP4 and similar picture tubes;
A-8127, an exact duplicate of RCA type
211T3 for use with the 10BP4, and the
A-8128, designed to fill the need for a
transformer between the 10" and 16"
sizes and also for use in converting a
smaller receiver to a 16" receiver.
Complete description and prices available is bulletin DB3-354.

YTI/M-Megohmmeter

PRECISION
SERIES
EV-10

1

6000volts

to

eon ALL

elf -contained12 Amps
52000 Megs to

er

ranges

Vol
D.C.tage
used wit

Series
when
Voltage Television

VTVM ranges
meter

7

forge

DOODV.

TV

Super

Probe.

P Lu

S

complet e

sensitivity
standard
per volt
1000 ohms

functions

High

EV-10 is a WIDE -RANGE ZERO -CENTER ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT.

stressing the utmost in performance and ease of manipulation. Application
Engineered for rapid check of modern A.M., F.M., and TV networks.

IMPORTANT FEATURES

*
*

TYPE CIRCUIT

ZERO -CENTER VTVM-no polarity
switching or reversal of test prods.

* SHIELDED

*

1%

*

Eight Zero -Center VTVM Ranges, from
±3 to ±6000 V.D.C.
Input Resistance13ys megs. constant to 600 volts.
1331/, megs. at 6000 volts.
Seven D,C. Current Ranges:
from 0-600 microamperes to 12 amps.
Six Ohmmeter-Megohmmeter Ranges:
self-contained to 2000 megohms.

wire and metallized resistors.

*
INSULINE BI -CON TV ANTENNA

A modified conical type antenna, with

separate high -frequency and low-frequencP reflector elements, the Bi -Con, has
been developed by the Insuline Corporation cf America, Long Island City, 1,
N. Y.

SEE.
ASK TO
Sweep
P.ange

Series ES -500
Oscilloscope.
llO TE for

Series

Wi

-400 torde
SignalSensitivity 5"
HItp1

catalog
new 1949
PRESS) describing
P`R
line of
all
teste instruments for and
service

OFF

the
quality of
phases
test.

THEHe

AM -FM -TV

1

._/.-

MOISTURE RESISTANT, plastic insulated winng assures performance
under adverse conditions.
DUO -BALANCED ELECTRONIC BRIDGE OHMMETER
7" RECTANGULAR METER

RANGE SPECIFICATIONS

*

*

*
*

COAXIAL TEST PROBES.

*

*
*

*

VOLTAGE REGULATED-BRIDGE

*

Eight A.C.-D.C. and Output Voltage
Ranges at 1000 ohms per volt:
from 0-3 to 6000 vo:ts.
Six Circuit Probing, Zero -Center,
VTVM Ranges:
from ±3 to ±600 volts D C.
26 to + 70 DB.
Eight DB Ranges.
VTVM Ranges to 60,000 volts available via use of Series TV Test Probe.

-

SERIES RF -10 NIGH FREQUENCY PROBE
An accessory item to Series EV-10, the RF-10
Probe provides direct voltage test facility to
approx. 200 MC. Connects directly to EV-10
panel. Employs type 9002 tube. Net Price: $14.40

EV-10 MCP

(illustrated) In open face portable steel

case. Complete with tubes, battery, and test
-...$89.95

EV-10-P In closed portable case.
-..._$92,70
EV-10-PM For standard rack mount_ --..___.$92.70

PRECISION APPARATUS CO., INC.
92-27 Horace Harding Boulevard, Elmhurst 6, New York
Export Division, 458 Broadway, New York, U.S.A.

;
T85XAX gis the same model,
plus 60" transmission line.
The fifth unit is K85X, with a single
85X bay, feeder bars and U bolt mast
bracket for converting single to double
stack.

CLAROSTAT TV BALLAST
REPLACEMENTS

bracket
*

*

*

C -D TV ANTENNAS

Five TV antenna types, the Skyhawk
Strate -L -ene series, with hi -lo band coverage of channels 2-6 and 7-13, have been
produced by Cornell-Dubilier Electric
Corp., South Plainfield, N. J.
One model, 85X, has an 8 -foot mast, a
phase line, 6 standoffs, and a base mounting bracket; model T85X is similar except that it has a 60" transmission line.
Model 85XAX is a double stacked 85X
with feeder bars, 6 standoffs, an 8-foot
mast, phase lines, and base mounting

Cables-Mlorhanea

Five TV ballast replacement numbers
have been announced by Clarostat Mfg.
Co., Inc., Dover, N. H.: Emerson 397022
and 397023, Motorola 17A485459, Teletone TPR 102D, and Belmont B9M
16067.
*

R

RAYTHEON PULSE TRANSFORMERS

A line of pulse transformers for use
in driver circuits as blocking oscillator

or interstage units, has been announced
by Raytheon Manufacturing Co., department 6460 -NR -2, Waltham 54, Mass.
A chart, DL -K-315, with complete data
on the most popular of Raytheon's pulse
transformer designs is available upon
request.
SERVICE, NOVEMBER, 1949
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RMS TY PREAMP

S eels

maooucts
makes the most complete line
of TV accessories anywhere. More
important, however, is the fact that
they're quality products that do a
job...and stay sold. And you know
that your profits are greater when
customers are satisfied.
JFD

A TV preamplifier, SP -4, which has
been approved by the Underwriter's Labs,
has been announced by Radio Merchandise Sales, Inc., 550 Westchester Ave.
N. Y. 55.
Preamplifier f ea t u r e s individually
shielded input, output and power sections.
Entire unit is said to be further shielded
against outside and TV receiver interference.
Shock hazard is said to be eliminated
by use of an isolation -type transformer.

Both the input and output of the preamplifier are iron -core tuned to resonance
with the desired frequency. Coils are
wound with flat ribbon.

JFD
361
STACKED
C

"COMMANDAIR"
ALL -BAND
CONICAL

Here's just one
example of JFD

*

*

*

leadership in the

antenna field.
High in perform
once!
Price!

...

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AND MARCH 3, 1933.
Of SERVICE, published monthly at New

low in

$2095

1.

LIST

JFD
-

The

tive

most

No. TV 10

effec-

booster

money con buy.

$3750
0

LIST

York, N. Y., for October 1, 1949.
State of New York
County of New York f ss
Before me, a notary, in and for the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared B. S. Davis,
who, having been duly sworn according to law,
deposes and says that he is the Business Manager of SERVICE, and that the following is,
to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of August
24, 1912, as amended by the Act of March 3,
1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and
Regulations, to wit: 1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor,
and business manager are: Publisher, Bryan
Davis Publishing Co., Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y. Editor, Lewis Winner,
New York, N. Y.; Managing Editor, None;
Business Manager, B. S. Davis, Ghent, N. Y. ;
2. That the owners are: Bryan Davis Publishing
Co., Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y.; B. S. Davis, Ghent, N. Y.; J. C. Munn,
Union City, Pa. ; A. B. Goodenough, Port
Chester, N. Y. ; P. S. Weil, Great Neck, N. Y.;
F. Walen, Teaneck, N. J.; G. Weil, Great Neck,
N. Y. ; L. Winner, New York, N. Y. 3. That
the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of bonds, mortgagees, or
other securities, are: None. 4. That the two
paragraphs next above, giving the names of the
owners, stockholders and security holders, if any,
contain not only the, list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the books
of the company, but also, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting is
given; also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock, and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.

aucK, IASYREAD
yVAY TO

TUBULAR

CAPACITOR CODING

;

JFD
TWIN LEAD
LIGHTNING
ARRESTER
Underwriters'

Laborato-

ries approved for indoor outdoor use. Safeguards

sensitive TV parts against

lightning

-

-

and

static

charges.

$225LIST
Write for FREE JFD Catalog
of TV Accessories. No. TV100
More than a catalog, it contains installation and servicing

interest ta every
Serviceman.
Also FREE for the asking...
JFD Catalog of Radio Arenssories. No. 438.
data of

=

MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.

6109 16th Avenue
Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
i1RST IN TELEVISION ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES
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(Signed) B. S. DAVIS, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this 14th
day of September, 1949.
(Seal) NATHAN JELLING,
Notary Public.
Commission expires March 30, 1950.
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Having trouble deciphering the color coding on tubular
molded capacitors in new TV and
Radio sets? There's no need to
consult complicated wall charts or
tables!
JUST FLICK THE DIALS

The Sprague Capacitor Indicator gives you the needed data in
a jiffy. Just flick dials to the color
bands and read capacitance, tolerance, and voltage directly.
GET YOURS TODAY!

This slick plastic service help
fits your pocket. Always on hand,
it saves time and avoids mistakes
. and it's only 15c.
Ask for
one at your Sprague distributor's
store today!

..

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY
Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Co.
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

TACO TWIN -DRIVEN YAGI

A twin -driven type yagi is now being
made by Technical Appliance Corporation, Sherburne, N. Y.
Physically, the yagi, a low -band system, is made up of two 300 -ohm folded
dipoles and two parastic elements on one
horizontal crossarm. Instead of the conventional yagi whereby energy for the
director elements is transferred by mutual coupling from the one driven element, this antenna has a director system which is fed with a transmission
line from the main driven element.
Gain may be increased through the use
of a stacked array of this antenna.
Jiffy -rig construction is used.

STANCOR
EXACT DUPLICATE

TRANSFORMERS

Every call-back you make means lost time and
profits. Why take a chance with transformers
that "almost fit?" You're sure of a good job
and a satisfied customer when'you use Stan cor Exact Duplicate transformers for TV
servicing. These units meet the exact
specifications, electrically and physically, of the original components. Representative types are listed below.
Vertical Blocking - Oscillator
Transformer. Stancor Part Number A-8121. Exact duplicate of
RCA type 208T2. For generation
of 60 cps required to drive grids of
vertical discharge tubes.
Plate and Filament Transformer.

Stancor Part Number P-8156.
Exact duplicate of RCA type
201T6 used in model 630TS
*

*

receiver.

*

Deflection Yoke. Stancor Part
Number DY-1. Exact duplicate
of RCA type 201D1. For use with

JFD TWINLEAD LIGHTNING ARRESTER

A twinlead lightning arrester, safeTVguard, has been announced by the JFD
Manufacturing Co., Inc., 6101 Sixteenth
Ave., Brooklyn 4, New York.
Arrester, Underwriters' Laboratories
Approved, can be installed on a mast,
grounded pipe, wall or window sill and
other fiat surfaces. Twinlead is slipped
into the horizontal slot on top of the arrester and tightened in place by a pair
of cap nuts and toothed washers.
Discharge contacts are sealed in rare
gas tubes to dissipate charges that may
cause damage. Glazed porcelain construction. Hardware is solid brass and nickel plated.

direct viewing kinescopes such as

7DP4 and 10BP4.

Part Number
FC -10. Exact Duplicate of RCA
type 202D1. For use with magnetically focused kinescopes such as
RCA type 10BP4.
Focus Coil. Stancor

Horizontal Deflection Output and

NEW-Ask

your Stancor distributor for your copy
of the latest edition of Stancor's TV Components
Replacement Guide, Bulletin 3388. Lists Stancor
replacement parts for 108 TV receivers made by
37 manufacturers. Or write us today.

HV Transformer. Stancor Part
Number A-8117. Exact duplicate
of RCA type 211T1. For use with
direct viewing kinescopes, such as
types 7DP4 and 10BP4.

For complete specifications and
prices of these and other Stancor
TV replacement components, see
your Stancor distributor or write
for Television Catalog 337.

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3588 ELSTON AVENUE

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

ERIE RESISTOR RESCO MEETING

*

*

*

GORDON TV FILTER

A alter that is said to eliminate TV
screen glare and intensify picture contrast
by blocking out unwanted light, has been
announced by J. M. Gordon Laboratories,
437 Tenth Ave., New York 1. Has selfadhering press -on feature along the
edges. Viewing area is said to be rigid
and will not react or adhere to the screen
under any conditions.

a recent Radio Electric Service Corp. store managers' meeting in Philadelphia, where
J. K. Poff, manager of Erie Resistor Corp. distribution sales department, delivered a talk.
Among those in attendance, left to right, front row: George Scarborough, L. D. Lowery,
Inc., manufacturer's rep.; John Stern, Resco owner; J. K. Poff. Standing, left to right,
back row: Larry Oebhecke, manager Germantown Ave., store, Philadelphia; A. Regan,
export manager main store, Philadelphia; R. Kemmel, assistant manager, Easton, Pa.,
store; N. Steedle, manager Allentown and Easton, Pa., stores; J. Goldstein, manager,
West Philadelphia store; J. Berman, manager, Camden, N. J., store; A. Kass, general
manager; G. Hautenschild, purchasing agent; and S. Furman, manager Wilmington, Delaware, store.

At
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RAYTHEON TV TUBES

Two new TV tube types, the 1X2 and
the 6BQ6GT, has been announced by
Raytheon.
The 1X2 is a filament type rectifier
of miniature construction designed for
use as a high voltage rectifier. It can be
used in rf, flyback, and power line frequency types of rectifier circuits.
The 6BQ6GT is a beam pentode for
use as a horizontal deflection amplifier.
Employs a T-9 bulb, and a standard
octal base. Plate connection is made
through a top cap.

COMPARE RESULTS
NOT CLAIMS, FOR

RESULTS

IT'S THE NEW

-

TAU

*

IN-

Metallized -paper tubular capacitors in
cardboard tubes, Aerolite type P'82, have
been announced by Aerovox Corporation,
New Bedford, Mass.
Aerolite construction is said to eliminate metal foils used in conventional
paper capacitors ; high-purity paper tissues are coated with a thin film of metal
(% to 1 millionth inch thick) under
high vacuum. Weak spots and particles
are said to be burned out or isolated in
the insulation.
Standard capacitances are from .01 to
2 mfd, and voltages of 200, 400 and 600
DCW at the start. The 2-mfd 200 -volt
type measures 23/32" diameter by 1f"

BOOSTS SIGNAL!
LOWERS COSTS?

DIRECTIO

PINPOINT
WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN
&

ELECTRON!:

long.

*

TECErNECAL APPLIANCE CORP;
SHERBULNE, W. Y.
..

IN CANADA: STROMBERG-CARLSON CO., LTD., TORONTO

4, ONT.

TEST EQUIPM
iatlrkit
r;

53450

,..

f

íN

$195o

.

T

ir,,

P

,I

E($

*

A one -tube printed -circuit TV booster,
featuring 2 -knob control (one-knob controls a 3 -position switch that turns on
the TV set only, or the TV set and
booster) and continuous tuning which
eliminates a switch from high to low
channels, has been announced by Standard
Coil Products Co., Inc., 2329 N. Pulaski
Rd., Chicago 39 ; 2901 E. Slausson Ave.,
Huntington Park, Calif. Adaptable to
either a 300 or 75 -ohm line.

r

Heathkits are beautiful factory en. red quality service instruments
supplied unassembled. The builder
not only saves the assembly labor
coat but learns a great deal about
the construction and features of the
instrument. This knowledge aids
materially in the use and maintenance of the equipment. Heathkits
are ideal for and used by leading
universities and schools throughout
the United States. Each kit is complete with cabinet, 110V .60 cycle
transformer (except Handi-Tester),
all tubes, coils assembled and calibrated, panel already printed,cbassis
all punched, formed and plated.
every part supplied. Each kit is pro-

Fcd rlJut
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TELREX CONICAL V BEAM ANTENNAS

LIX ..IIì
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*

STANDARD COIL TV BOOSTER

,'

vided with detailed instruction man.
uai for assembly and use. Heatbkits
provide the perfect solution to the
Problem of affording complete service equipment one limited budget.
Write for complete catalog.

Fti

$1950

I

$295°

r

:r:atíet

%

TJLf:: CHECKER,'

rei r

. ..

*

AEROVOX METALLIZED -PAPER
MINIATURIZED TUBULARS

TAJ

l.

*

A conical V -beam antenna line, the
Special Series, has been announced by
Telrex Inc., 26 Neptune Highway, Asbury Park, N. J.
Models available include SIX -BD,
S2X-BD, S2X-TV and S4X-TV.

K IT

$245s

HEATH COMPANY
NEW

BENTON HARBOR,

earlrklt

MICHIGAN

HANDITESTER
... $13.50
K
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Telrex special element mounting assembly.

New Parts, Accessories
IRC

9

GENERAL INDUSTRIES

leads the Parade

REPLACEMENT CONTROLS

A line of 59 15/16" Q controls with
knob master fixed shafts for TV, AM
and FM replacements has been developed
by the Irternational Resistance Co., 401
N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Knurled, flatted and slotted, the shafts
are said :o be so proportioned that they
fit at least 90% of the %" shaft knobsknurled, wring -type, flat or set-screwwithout 4 nv alteration ex ;ept cutting to
length. Shafts may be split lengthwise
and the ends spread for fitting to oversize or w )rn knobs; 3" long from mounting face )f control.
Controls also feature an interchangeable fixed shaft, with a special resilient
retainer ring, which is said to permit
rapid removal of the fixed or permanent
knob master shaft and replacement with
any of 11 special fixed shafts.
Major external parts-covers, shafts,
ground plates and bushings-are nickel plated. Outer terminals are tinned and
switch terminals silver-plated.
Operating at /-watt power rating, Q
controls are available plain or tapped in
a wide selection of values. Free catalog
DC1 is available.

T5-45-78-331/2 R. P. M. General
Industries' newest rim-drive phonomotor,
designed to accommodate all types of
records now on the market.
MODEL

.

with this low cost

THREE -SPEED PHONOMOTOR!

...

*

*

*

TWIN STYLUS VARIABLE
G.
RELUCTANCE CARTRIDGE
E.

A twin stylus variable reluctance
phonograph cartridge, model RPX-050,
capable of playing conventional and microgroove records, has been announced by
the receiver division of G. E.
Changing from one stylus to the other
is accomplished by depressing and turning a knob on the top of the cartridge,
which projects through the tone arm of
the player.
Twin stylus assembly is replaceable as
a unit with sapphire tips having one and
three mil tip radii. Stylus pressure with
either stylus is eight grams.
The new cartridge is the same in size
as present models featuring the replaceable stylus.
*

*

*

SYLVANIA TUBES
Three tubes, including an of amplifier;
rf amplifier for TV, and a horizontal deflection amplifier have been announced
by Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Audio amplifier, type 12AY7, is a T6/
miniature, medium -mu duotriode particularly suitable for the use in the first
stage of of amplifiers. Supplied with a
center -tap heater for use with 6.3 or 12.6 -

the one motor designed and engineered to
It's GI's Model TS
for
true record reproduction at 33'/3, 45 and
meet all requirements
78 R.P.M. Already time -proved in actual service, this latest addition
to the famous GI phonomotor line today is being used in a wide
range of portables, table models and console radio -phonographs.

Outstanding features: standard narrow -flange turntable for easy,
compact installation ... simple, yet positive speed shift mechanism
with external control lever . . . dependable, quiet Smooth Power
motor for long, trouble -free service.
For full details-blueprints, performance specifications and quotations

-write, wire or phone

DEPARTMENT O

RCP SIGNAL TRACER
A signal tracer, model 777A Dynatracer, has been announced by Radio City
Products Co., 152 West 25th Street,

N. Y. 1.

today.

ELYRIA, OHIO

Uses a 6AU6, 6AT6, 6AQ5 and 6X4.
Attenuation is L0,000 to 1 by means of
ladder attenuator with vernier control.
Sensitivity is 10,000 microvolts for full
scale deflection of meter or 200 microvolts per division.
Frequency range covers approximately
160 mc.

A jack is provided for testing microphones and pickups. Automatic control
switch permits either speaker or meter
to be used alone or together or standby.

volt source.
The rf amplifier, type 6BC5, is a T5/
miniatu-e sharp cut-off penfode having
high mutual conductance. Tube is listed
as an equivalent of 6AG5.
The horizontal deflection amplifier, type
6BQ6GT, has been designed for transformer operated sets where high peak
interelectrode voltages are encountered.

*

*

WILLARD FLAT

*
B

BATTERIES

A flat -pack, 90 -volt B battery has been
announced by the Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Batteries feature flat cells inserted in a
plastic jacket, clamped with a metal band
and sealed into a polystyrene container.
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ELECTRIC SOLDERING
IRONS
are sturdily built for the
hard usage of industrial

TRANSVISION 5" 'SCOPE
A 5" 'scope, model 450A, has been announced by Transvision, Inc., New
Rochelle, N. Y.
Vertical amplifier response to 1 me ;
sensitivity, .15 rims volt/inch ; horizontal amplifier, 2 cycles to 500 kc. Decade
attenuators are frequency compensated.
Z axis input. Direct connection to deflection plates. Calibration test signal.
Push-pull amplifiers on horizontal and
vertical. Three stage amplification on
both. Sweep frequency to 50 kc.
Tube complement: vertical amplifier,
two 6SN7; horizontal amplifier, two
6SN7, and 5Y3, 2X2 and 5BP1 ; 884
sweep generator.

and

FM

úlene;

...

FM

Antenna Installation

Manager, Antenaplex and TV Dept.
Commercial Radio Sound Corp.

and Lewis Winner
*

Editorial Director,
Bryan Davis Pub. Co., Inc.;
Editor, Service and Communications

*

;

;

*

and connected to this
stand, iron may be maintained at working temperature or through adjustment on bottom of
stand at low or warm
temperatures.

JKstallatiog

TV

by Ira Kamen

South Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
Bakelite diaphragms, Alnico V magnets,
aluminum voice coils and featherweight
phenolic varnishes are used. Used with an
efficient cone speaker, the 4408 is said to
be able to handle up to 15-20 watts of
program material ; 4409 full undistorted
output of 25-40 watt amplifiers.
Response, 600-15,000 cps; impedance,
16 ohms dist. area 40° X 80° dimensions, 53/4" h, 73/8" w, 11%" d.

trolled device for
the regulation of
the temperature
of an electric soldering
iron. When placed on

#nteNrra

TV

*

statically con-

TV ...FM

RECEIVING
ANTENNAS

UNIVERSITY TWEETER
Tweeters employing a cobra horn,
models 4408 and 4409, have been announced
by University Loudspeakers Inc., 80

This is a thermo-

Installation Information on

Z., Wt.!.

service. Have plug
type tips and are constructed on the unit
system with each
vital part, such as
heating element,
easily removable
and replaceable. In 5
sizes, from 50
watts to 550
watts.

TEMPERATURE
REGULATING
STAND

FIELD TESTED

*

*

BELDEN ANTENNA CONTROL CABLE

A 4 -conductor antenna control cable
has been announced by Belden Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Illinois.
Designed primarily as a motor leadin
cable for antenna rotating devices requiring four conductors.
Type 8484, four -conductor antenna control cable is a No. 20 AWG, cable with
seven strands of No. 28 tinned copper
wire, .010" wall vinyl plastic insulation.
e

C -D TO EXHIBIT AT CLEVELAND NEDA

SHOW

The only practical book on the all-important item in TV and FM reception
based entirely on actual experiences in the most active TV end FM

areas in the country.

Over 35,000 words of vital data with
over 130 photos and drawings.
Ten chapters covering:
Installation Tools
Antenna Installation Procedures
Securing 12 -Channel Coverage
HF Antenna Installations
TV interference

Fringe Reception
Master Antenna Systems
FM Antennas
Installation Business Practices
Tricks of the Trade
first book in which you'll find
complete design and installation information on every type of TV and
FM receiving antenna.
The

Contains detailed illustration and subject index for rapid reference.

$2.00
Available direct or through
Postpaid
your distributor
Send coupon below to your distributor or
direct to:
Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc.
(Book Dept.)
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
Please

which
For descriptive literature write

110.1

COMPANY

DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A.

40

I

NAME

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
HEATER

me a copy of "TV-FM
Installation," postpaid, for
em enclosing $2.00.
(Please Print)

send

Antenna

NEDA; Ken Burcaw, C -D
manager and William Many, advertising
manager of Cornell-Dubilier, selecting booth space
in the Cleveland Auditorium where the 1950
radio parts distributors' convention will be held.
L. B. Calamaras,
sales
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ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE

AMPHENok

,000,000
IN

SERVICE
AND
RADIO
TELEVISION!
NLL11_J 1JlSL

Seletron
InruirH

COMPARE

the DB GAIN
PATTERN
the DIRECTIONAL
the BROAD BANDING
DURABILITY
the MECHANICAL
STREAMLINE DESIGN

the

-1J

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

For dependable service in all Electronic
and Radio applications always specify
SELETRON Selenium Rectifiers.
Model
No.

5M1

5M4

Plate
II" sq.
Size
Max.D.C.
Output
Current 75 MA.

l'

sq.

100

MA.

5PI

5131

lia

I1%1,zI/,

s

150

./2"

sq.

2"

sq.

MA. 200 MA. 250 MA. 500 MA.

Max. Input Voltage RMS: 130 V. Max. Peak Inv.
Voltage: 380 V. Approx. Rectifier Drop: 5 V.

Write Dept.SM-11 for name of nearest

authorized dealer!
SELETRON

DIVISION

el RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY,

Main Olper

RIFetrp

14

Sias. 1922 In Radio and El., r. ,,,
Noe 1th It.. Meekly. II, N. T. Sale. Osprt...et:

251

INC.

Wut ISM II., Non Terk

I

I,

Veit

by every comparison

Dealers in television sets must depend upon the
installer to uphold his reputation as well as that of the set
manufacturer. The materials used in the installation and
the quality of she installation are paramount in determining
the customer's satisfaction with "the picture."

N. Y.

The rapidity of expansion of the television industry
has brought forth some rather fuzzy information and hasty
claims that definitely tend to contuse and mislead the

Coming Soon
ELE_

ISION

ANTENNA

AMPHENOL

5S1

5Q1

engineering

customer and many dealers. Accuracy and honesty of
information are of such importance at Amphenol that we
want all to know our technical information is based on
laboratory findings, determined by competent personnel,
precision laboratory facilities and exhaustive techniques.
Be sure of the best performance of the sets you
sell by specifying Amphenol INLINE Antennas.

Watch for
Announcement!
WHEN YOU CHANGE
YOUR ADDRESS
to notify the Subscription Department of
SERVICE at 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y., giving the old as well as the new address,
and do this at least four weeks in advance. The
Post Office Department does not forward magazines unless you pay additional postage, and we
cannot duplicate copies mailed to the old address.
We ask your cooperation.
Be sure

MODEL 114-005
Basic, single -boy all-purpose
antenna complete with 75
feet of 300 ohm Twin -Lead
lead-in.
MODEL 114-009
Same as 114-005 except less
lead-in.
MODEL 114-302
Stacked array (two bays) of
same antenna for use at
greater distances.
MODEL 114-301

Conversion

kit. Provides

parts necessary to build single -bay (114-005) into two
bay (114-302).
-

'Informative Data for Television Installation and Serv13 pages of
ice Men"
specific, scientific, authori-

-

tative information. Send for
your copy on your business
today.
letterhead

AMERICAN PHENOLIC
1830 SO. 54TH
CORPORATION
AVENUE
CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS

AMPHENoi
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new!
MODEL "B"

(Continued from page 20)

DC POWER SUPPLY

amplifier and 6V6GT power amplifier.
These two stages provide the necessary audio power to drive the speaker.
The circuit is conventional.

Patent
Pending

. .

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY KNOWN
in the 3 to 9 Volt Range
New, Exclusive

Design Increases Power 11/2 Times . . . ye+ costs no more
than the conventional type. Completely different application of selenium rectifiers,
aided by conduction cooling, dissipates over 3 times the heat. The Electro Model
"B" has proved itself the most efficient direct current source of power known. Gives
instant readings, and offers ample power to operate any receiver. Peak instantaneous
current rating of 35 amperes (from 50 to 60 cycle 115 volt power source), permits
operation of two receivers with push button solenoids. Applications: Test or
operate auto radios, relays, telephone circuits, laboratory instruments and many
other low voltage requirements.

e

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

* Heavy-duty selenium rectifiers
* Heavy-duty power tap
adjustments
* to 20 amperes at 6 volts
continuous duty
* Less than 3% AC ripple or hum
8
I

Ser -Cuits

*

Damped volt and ammeters
(no wiggling) Voltmeter 3%
accuracy
Heavy-duty transformer and choke
6000 Mfd. filter condenser
UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE, QUALITY AND PRICE !
Send for Details TODAY !

*
*

Radio -Phono -Television Model
Audio Amplifiers

Television combination models use a
push-pull audio system in place of the
single -ended system used in the
straight television models. A 6S J7
functions as a voltage amplifier and a
6SQ7 as a phase inverter.
A pair of 6K6GTs are used in a
cathode biased push-pull power amplifier stage.
Video IF Amplifiers

Three stages of 6AU6 transformer
coupled, stagger -tuned video if, use
three self -resonant, slug -tuned transformers (T,1,
and T.) as coupling devices between stages. Two accompanying sound traps are provided
within the if sub -chassis. A trap is
inductively coupled to
and serves
as the sound take-off point and audio
absorption trap. A second trap is
slug -tuned to parallel resonance at 4.5
me and comprises part of the video
detector load. This trap offers a high
impedance to sound voltage (inter carrier beat) appearing at the detector
and prevents it from being passed on
to the video amplifier grid. Automatic
gain control bias developed across a
100,000-ohm resistor, Rsoe, is supplied
to the control grids of the first two
6AU6s through RC decoupling networks.

T.

Pioneer Manufacturers

of Battery Eliminators

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, INC.
4501 NORTH
RAVENSWOOD AVENUE

CHICAGO

40, ILLINOIS

BETTER, BRIGHTER PICTURES

NOW

insuline%

new "BI -CON"

TELEVISION ANTENNA
Single

Type

and

Stacked

Array

for

fringe

..

An engineering triumph by Insuline
proved outstanding by actual test. Pre assembled sections for quick installation.

areas

N`

Heavy duty, specially de-

signed, all aluminum
cast i ngs for low -resistance
electrical contact and
rigid dipole clamping.

The video detector diode (one-halfi

Suitable for ANY make TV
receiver.

-

separate High

Frequency and Low Frequency dipole -reflector
elements.

Write for complete TELEVISION
catalog of TV antennas and
accessories.

The INDOOR

ANTENNA

with AMAZING

Popularly priced.

insuline

RECEPTION

QUALITIES
on ALL CHANNELS

competitively priced

CORPORATI ON OF AMERICA

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
36-02 35th AVENUE
West Coast Branch and Warehouse: 1335 South Flower Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
QUALITY PRODUCTS SINCE 1921
INSULINE BUILDING
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Video Detector

of a 6AL5) connections are such as to.

Peak ALL-Channel reception.

Exclusive

T.
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obtain a positive picture phase across,
the diode load. Since one phase reversal occurs in the 6AC7 video amplifier positive picture phase at the picture -tube grid is achieved by feeding
the picture -tube cathode from the plate
of the 6AC7. Series peaking is accomplished by L. and a flat response
is thus obtained over the entire video.
frequency range. A 10-mmfd capacitor, C2, serves as the usual rf bypass
and removes the video if carrier from
the detected video signal. The detector load is direct -coupled to the 6AC7,.
video amplifier.
[To Be Continued]

SUPERIORITY

SNYDER TV CATALOG
A TV antenna catalog, covering the
Redi-Mount series of antennas, as well
as the Head -Line group, plus the Tele Port indoor models and Redi-Mount TV
accessories has been published by Snyder
Manufacturing Co., 22nd and Ontario

AT A GLANCE!
The vertical response
of this economy TV

scope is usable to

5000 k,:, not 50 kc.
Response is flat to
750 kc, c own 3 db
at 1000 kc. Amplifier
supplies a voltage
gain of 20 at 5000 kc.

Streets, Philadelphia 40, Pa.
Catalog requests should he addressed
to Dick Morris.
*

AR -3

Check thin necessary feature before you buy
any scope for TV use.
The R.S.E., AR -3 Scope has been built by Ross
Armstrong -o our rigid specifications. It's a

complete unit that embodies standard horizontal CM DIlifier and sweep circuits with
normal sensitivity.
The case is 8" high x 5" wide x 14" long,
attractively finished in "hammered" opal escent
blue enamel. Operates on standard 110 volts
watts. Tubes, 3BPI-6AC7cycles
65J7-6X3-5Y3-884. Instructions included.
Complete specifications upon
PRICE
request. Satisfaction or your
money back

-60

-40

AVAILABLE TO JOBBERS
IN QUANTITY

B.

F.

DETROIT

INTERCOM & RADIO

*

*

ACA TWIN-TRAX TAPE RECORDER
CATALOG
A 16 -page catalog, which illustrates
and describes magnetic type recorders, has
been published by the Twin-Trax Division, Amplifier Corp. of America, 398-31
Broadway, N. Y. C.
Discussed are table and portable models
operating at the standard tape speeds of
inches per second. Basic
7/, 15 and
mechanical chassis and variable tape speed
compensated amplifier data are included.

3/

*

*

*

AL FRIEDMAN JOINS RMS
Al Friedman. formerly with the J. F. D.
Manufacturing Co.. as chief engineer.
consultant, and field sales engineer, has
been named chief engineer of Radio Merchandise Sales, Inc., 550 Westchester Ave.,
New York 55.

RCA
SPEAKERS
are quality- engineered
for dependable
performance

-_
MINK

=

p°iC@

Ca,/

sj, S

pens

EEEEII

AT A

Mejo/

-.

PRICE

THAT
CAN'T
BE BEAT!

°m

p8

Sp,-.

Al Friedman
tube sLperhet-3 tube
intercom permits corn 6

While They Last

$2995

munitatier between
radio-maater and up to
4 sub-sta.ionn.

With

sub -station and
50 feet of sable
I

Extra Sub -stations
$3.95 each

Origina! cost $64.50

PUSFIBACK

WIRE

CZ)

*

*

*

MUELLER DESCRIPTIVE

PRICE TAGS

Descriptive price tags covering the jobber line of clips, insulators, ground
clamps, tenna-clampipes Lena -clamps,
and snappers have been sent to distributors by the Mueller Electric Company,
1583 East 31 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

25°f BELOW MILL COST!
1st class, Essex or Lenz, ALL SOLID tinned
double

copper,

cotton

serve,

Size
22

20
18

Cs10-s

Bla,:k Brown
Reo -White -Blue
Brcwa

e

T its
Seal of Quclity

Demand

1

1

waxed

finish.

1000

Production

Feet

Feet

Reel

.39
.49
.69

3.79
4.49
5.98

100

3.65M
3.95M

ORDER INSTRUCTIONS
Minimum order- $2.00. 25% deposit
with order required for all C.O.D. shipments. Be sure to include sufficient postage-excess will be refunded. Orders
received without postage will be shipped
express collect. All prices F.O.B. Detroit.

1

Quantity and Export
Orders Solicited

KHVIV SUPPLY

&

ENGINEERING CO., Inc.
86 SELDEN AVE.

DETROIT

1,

MICH.

buy
christmas seals
help
stamp out TB P

/
FJter

R,9

Check these important features!

J Moisture-resistant voice -coil suspension-unaffected by humidity changes.
J Felted cone for "flutter -free" response.
Rugged mechanical construction with
welded housing assembly.
J Exclusive clamping spring permanently locks Alnico V magnet in larger
sizes of PM speakers.
Mechanical filter ring in 12" speakers
cuts needle scratch and 10-kc. whistle.
J Rugged-Dustproof-Rustproof.
J Adjustable voice -coil mounting in
12" speakers.
J Mounting designed to RMA standards.

Always keep in touch
RCA Distributor

with your

TURN TO NEXT

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

e

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
HARRISON. N. J.
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PYRAMID ELECTRIC NAMES REPS
Henry W. Burwell, John O. Olsen, and

***
*

James P. Hermans, former Solar reps,
are now representing Pyramid Electric
Co., 155 Oxford St., Paterson, N. J.
Henry W. Burwell of Atlanta, Georgia,
will cover North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, and Virginia; John O.
Olsen, Cleveland, will cover West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Western Pennsylvania and Maryland; and James P. Her mans, San Francisco, will cover northern
California.

Only lis" din. x 9/16" deep
With switch, only 7e" deep
Wire -wound. 10 to 10,000

*
STOTTS AND FRIEDMAN OPEN STORE

A new distribution center has been
opened by the Stotts Friedman Co., 620
South Main Street, Dayton 2, Ohio.
Standard brands of radio and TV
parts and accessories have been stocked.
Co -owners of the new enterprise are
Ray Stotts and Harry Friedman.

ohms
2 -watt

power rating, aver-

age

MIDGET WIRE WOUND CONTROL
Just the thing for tight
spots. Same size and external design as popular
Clarostat "M" composition -element control. Yet

size wire -wound controls.
It's a gem! Already used
in those assemblies that
must stand up. It will do
a real job in your own

performs as well as large-

assemblies and repairs.

*

Sun Radio and Electronics Co., Inc.,
122-24 Duane St., N. Y. C., has been
named exclusive distributor of Peerless
transformers in the New York metro-

Ask your Clarostat jobber for

latest catalog. Or write us.

ECLAROSIM

r
CLAROSTAT MFG CO., INC.

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

A

Ir,

Canado:

*

SUN RADIO NOW STOCKING
PEERLESS TRANSFORMERS

politan area, which includes Westchester
County, Northern New Jersey and Long
Island.
Transformers are made by the Peerless Electrical Products Division of Altee
Lansing Corp.

CANADIAN MARCONI CO., LTD.
Montreal, P. O , and brancher

Radically Improved New Type of

TELEVISION BOOSTER
Offering Great New
ADVANTAGES IN
RECEPTION AND TUNING

Samuel Gerard, Sun Radio general manager.
*

*

*

RODRIGUEZ JOINS SHELDON ELECTRIC
A. E. Rodriguez is now with the Chicago office of the Sheldon Electric Division of Allied Electric Products, Inc., 426

South Clinton Street.
*

*

EPL IN NEW

*

BUILDING

Electro Products Laboratories has
moved to a new plant at 4501 North Rayenwood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

ADDITIONAL

*

FEATURES
Sell -contained power supply operating horn Ifs volt,
60 cycle AC power line.
1

2 On off switch

allows

booster to be switched in or
out of. the circuit at will.

3 Recessed pilot light indicates when booster is on.

4 Beautiful, furniture -finish
mahogany cabinet (8-1/2"
wide x 6-1/2' high x 7- 3

ß'

deep) to complement fine
home furnishings.

5 Simple to install and operate-complete instructions
with each uoit.

THE NEW ASTATIC CHANNEL CHIEF, Model AT-1

-

Television Booster, eliminates the common failing of
many boosters showing a "peak" on some channels
and "fall -off" on others. The Channel Chief provides
extremely high gain, uniform on all 12 television channels. Its dual controls allow separate tuning of picture
and sound, with no sacrifice o: one for the other. A
variable gain control permits reduction of signal
strength to prevent picture distortion when the signal
input is greater than that requi:ed for good definition.
Altogether, the results are the considerable extension
of fringe areas, good reception in areas previously
rated as unsatisfactory, easier tuning and added selectivity on any receiver, elimination of the need for
expensive outdoor antennas within service areas. The
increased selectivity serves to reduce
drastically, or eliminate, interference. No
other booster can do so much
. for
you or for your customers. Write for
added details.
Leading Manufacturers of Microphones, Phonograph
Pickups, Cartridges and Related Equipment.
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KAMEN COAX ARTICLES IN DECEMBER
THE CONCLUDING installment of the Ira
Kamen paper on coax installation techniques will appear in the December issue
of SERVICE.

CHICAGO PARTS SHOW
PREPARATIONS

William O. Schoning, president of the '49 show;
Kenneth C. Prince, show manager and Jerome J.
Kahn, president of the Stevens Hotel '50 event
(left to right) with brochures and display space
contracts now being mailed to members of the
At right, Emily
co -sponsoring associations.
Lazar and Margie Kirby of the show staff.

Selenium Rectifiers

COMPARE
ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE
CURVES

..

(Continued from page 12)
put, the unit would be good. A reading of 11-12 ma dc would indicate poor

.
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TV -PRE -AMPLIFIER
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HAZELTINE REPORT No. 2801-17

ANCHOR PRE -AMPLIFIER is engineered to amplify the signal only,
not the noise. Furthermore, the inherent
noise of this unit is not measurable.
The

The

ANCHOR Booster provides maxi-

gains possible from the 6AK5
tube with excellent band widths.
mum

It increases signal strength without
of piawre detail.
The

outstanding

ANC -IOR

acceptance

loss

of the

TV -PRE -AMPLIFIER by Ser-

vice Engineers and Dealers is the best
testimonial to its quality.
Engineered for modern and the best
TV reception. Priced right for profits.
Get details now.

See your jobber or write us.
Nr.tOR

ANCHOR
RADIO CORP.

S. St. Louis Ave.
Chicago 23, 111.

2215

You'll be
interested in
IIIE

enc ineerin

Coming Soon!

reverse quality, while higher readings
would point out the stack as bad.
An alternate circuit for grading rectifier reverse quality is shown in Fig. 6.
For this circuit it is necessary to
have a 60 -cycle voltage source that
will supply 250 v ac at 10 ma. This
may be accomplished, for instance,
with a step-up transformer which has
a 117 v primary, such as a plate-voltage transformer. The voltage E,,, may
be controlled by means of a suitable
potentiometer or variable autotransformer connected to the primary as
shown. Only one plate of the 6X5 is
to be used in this circuit. Stack connection polarity is important; the alloy
of the rectifier should be connected to
the cathode of the 6X5.
The operating procedure for this test
is essentially the same as for the circuit of Fig. 5. Indication of a good
rectifier reverse is given by a dc milli ammeter reading of 10% of stack rated
load current or less, with an impressed
voltage of 250 ac.
Forward Voltage Drop: Grading of
the voltage drop across a selenium
rectifier due to internal forward resistance at approximate load current may
be accomplished with the circuit of
Fig. 7.
The common 6.3 -volt filament transformer may be most convenient for
supplying this circuit with power. In
all cases, the transformer of highest
current rating available should be used,
since it is necessary that the internal
resistance of the secondary be as low
as possible. Input voltage should be
made variable by suitable means. as
suggested previously.
Input test voltage for this forward
grading circuit is 6 vac. Good forward
quality in a selenium rectifier is indicated by a dc milliammeter reading of
90% rated stack load current or
greater. Current readings below the
proper value for each particular size
rectifier indicate that the stack has
aged or that the alloy area has been
seriously reduced by excessive blowout
patches.
It should be noted that the foregoing
test circuits and procedures serve
merely as a general guide to the quality of a receiver type selenium rectifier ;
the best evaluation of selenium stack
quality is obtained with the rectifier
actually operating in its intended power supply circuit. Limiting conditions
are then dictated largely by the par -

(Continued on page 46)

RCA
SPEAKERS
are priced for
replacement
needs

2"

A

31,
PM

IMMIZ

T

3111111.ype

Biz

?r,pM

Engineered and manufactured
by RCA-this quality line of RCA
Speakers is competitively priced
... easy to sell. Seventeen PM and
field -coil types meet practically
all replacement requirements.
When you replace with RCA
Speakers, you build extra customer good will...at no extra cost!

Always keep in touch
with your RCA Distributor
TURN TO NEXT PAGE

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

RADIO CORPORATION of AMER/CA
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"Did over $5,000 additional business installing
De

-

THERE

ARE

YARD"

JUST

Here

custom-built AM -FM chassis that means Bigger Profits for you!

is

THOUSANDS

WAITING

OF OUT-MODED
TO BE REPLACED

(Continued from page 45)
ticular circuit; a rectifier may be
judged by output voltage and ripple
values obtained under normal circuit
operating conditions. If the prescribed
output voltage and ripple ratings are
met, with the stack running at not
more than 30° C temperature rise
above ambient temperature, the unit
may be considered good. If rated conditions are not obtained in a circuit
whose components have been carefully
checked, the rectifier should be replaced. Inspection should be made for
possible causes of rectifier deterioration, since under normal operating conditions, a selenium stack should last
the life of the receiver.

ESPEY chassis."
Young, Ithaca, N. Y.

RADIOS IN YOUR "BACK
AT YOUR SUGGESTION

The NEW ESPEY Model 511

FEATURES

Supplied

SPECIFICATIONS

antennas,

ready

to

operate,

complete

with

tubes,

speaker and all necessary hardware for
a table oabinet or console, including
escutcheon. Power requirements 105/125 volts AC,
50/80 cycles. Power consumption -85 watts.
Chassis Dimensions: 1314" wide z 8%" high z 10"
deep.
Carton Dimensions: (2 unite) 20 z 14% z 10% in.
Net Weight 18% pounds each.
Sold through your favorite Darts distributor.
WRITE FOR CATALOG D2 CONTAINING
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ON THIS

mounting in

AND OTHER MODELS

Symptoms

(1) Sparking on
plate

Possible Trouble

Deformed rectifier

I. AC Superheterodyne AM -FM Receiver.
2. Improved Frequency Modulation Circuit, Drift Compensated.
3. 12 tubes plus rectifier and elettronle Tuning Indicator.
4. 3 dual purpose tubes.
5. Treble Tone Control.
6. 6 -gang tuning condenser.
7. Full -range base tone control.
8. High Fidelity AM -FM Reception.
9. Automatic volume control.
10. 13 watt (max.) Push -Pull Audio Output.
11. 12 inch PM speaker with Alnico V Magnet. 25
watts rating.
12. Indirectly illuminated Slide Rule Dial.
13. Smooth, flywheel tuning.
14. Antenna for AM and folded dipole antenna for FM
Reception.
15. Provision for external antennas.
16. Wired for phonograph operation.
17. Multi -tap output trans., 4-8.500 ohms.
18. Licensed by RCA.
19.

Troubleshooting Methods for the
Half -Wave Circuit

Subject to RMA warranty, registered code Mabel
No.
174.

Makers of fine radios since 1928.

il

TEL. TRefei gar 9.7000

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
528 EAST 72nd STREET, NEW YORK 21.
N. Y.

Test and Repair Procedures
If slight crackling occurs upon first turning
set on after long inoperative period, power
should be allowed to remain on. The stack
should quickly reform. If the sparking is
severe, the power should be turned off, the
stack isolated and the reverse grading circuit
and procedure applied. If sparking persists
the rectifier should be replaced.

(2) No output dc
voltage

(1) With the line cord plug out of

:

(a) Series

resistor intact

Open stack

Test for ac voltage between negative
lug and (B-).
Test for dc voltage between positive
lug (K) and (B-).
If with ac input to the rectifier, no dc
age appears at the output, the stack is
and should be replaced.

(b) Series
Bad capacitor
resistor burned Shorted load
out
Stack breakdown

stack

stack
voltopen

Isolate and check rectifier stack for damage
Continuity.
Reverse leakage test (to safeguard filter).
Forward drop test.
Replace series resistor and rectifier (if
necessary).
Check for shorted load circuit or filter.

:

(3) Low dc
output:
(a) Weak

Excessive stack
forward drop

Isolate and test rectifier for forward drop.
If drop is excessive, stack should be replaced.

(b) Hum in

loudspeaker

High stack
reverse

Isolate and perform reverse leakage test on
stack. If rectifier does not reform the unit
should be replaced.

Warm
electrolytic

Leaky electrolytic

Check effect of filter by disconnecting negative lead from (B-) and observe behavior of
dc output voltage between stack terminal (K)
and (B-) as the filter lead is momentarily
touched to (B-). Voltage should increase
noticeably as the filter is reconnected.

audio output

Very hot
series resistor
Rectifier
plates very hot

In servicing a faulty receiver power
supply which employs a selenium rectifier, it will become necessary to isolate
the stack electrically. This may, of
course, be accomplished by unsoldering
one rectifier terminal connection ; however, there is another method which,
once learned, may prove quite convenient for isolating the stack from
shunting circuit components. The following procedure will disconnect the
negative terminal of the rectifier from
the rest of the power supply circuit in
a great majority of transformerless
(half -wave) power supplies used in
ac/dc table model or ac/dc/battery
portable receivers:

Excessive load

current

External load circuit should be checked for
possible partial short.

the power socket, the on -off
switch should be turned to the
off position. If the receiver is
a 3 -way portable model, the
power selector switch should at
the same time be kept in the
ac -dc position.
(2) All tubes should be removed if
convenient, or the nearest series
filament tube to the ungrounded
line should be removed.
(3) The pilot lamp should then be
removed.
(4) If the set has a phono motor,
the motor power switch should
be turned to off.

Connection may then be made
directly across the isolated rectifier
stack terminals.
Servicing procedure for selenium
rectifier power supplies is very similar
to that for circuits using rectifier tubes.
In table 1 appears a tabulation of troubleshooting data for the common half wave receiver power supply circuit
shown in Fig. 3. Analysis and procedure is based upon a normal ac or dc
Table 1 (left)
Tabulation of trouble shooting data
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line input to the receiver, and upon
normal ambient temperature about the
rectifier. The general continuity, forward, and reverse tests which have
been described in detail may be used
where suggested in the tabulation.

RCA

Care and Replacement Techniques

SPEAKERS

Although the selenium rectifier is
quite rugged, there are a number of
precautions which should be considered in insuring long life and satisfactory operation of the unit in a radio
set:

NOW- the

Duo -Cone

(a) During the process of soldering

FREE! Send for it NOW!

AWED'S NEW
1950 CATALOG!
196 PAGESEver ything in
Radio and

Eecrronics
ÛEl RADIO'S
LEADING BUYING GUIDE
Service Technicians and Engineers: ALLIED's 1950 Buying Guide brings you all
the new releases and money -saving values-from the world's largest stocks of
test instruments, amplifiers, P.A. systems and equipment, tubes, parts, tools,
books and accessories-ready for instant
expert shipment. Send today for your
FREE new 196 -page ALLIED Catalog.
ALLIED RADIO CORP., DEPT. 23-L-9
533 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.

Send FREE New ALLIED Catalog.

Nam
Address

ALLIED RADIO

the rectifier terminals to circuit
wires, the heated soldering iron
and solder should not be brought
in contact with the plates, nor
should the iron be applied to the
terminals for long periods of
time. Extreme heat may melt
the alloy or damage the stack.
(b) In mounting the unit under a
chassis, the plates should be kept
in a vertical plane, and provision
made for adequate ventilation.
(c) Under no conditions should the
selenium rectifier be painted in
the field without consultation
with the manufacturer, since
certain paints have adverse effects on the selenium stack characteristics.
(d) Mercury vapor is extremely
detrimental to selenium rectification properties; care should
be taken so that mercury vapor
tubes are not broken near a
selenium stack, and. that no mercury globules be allowed to remain in the vicinity of the unit.
By and large, however, the rectifier stack requires no attention
once it has been installed and
used, if normal operating conditions prevail.
Not only has the selenium rectifier
earned a niche in the construction of
radio and TV receivers, but it is being
increasingly employed in other applications. Thus, familiarization with the
general characteristics and performance qualities of the selenium cell and
stack may help not only in dealing
with the specific circuits discussed,
but with the other uses of the rectifier
as well, should they be encountered in
the future.

Credits
The author is grateful to G. V.
Smith, design engineer, and J. Loebenstein, sales manager of Radio Receptor,
for their aid in preparing and editing
this paper.
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distinguished
addition to RCA's
line of quality speakers
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-

FEATURES-Frequency response
Wide angle of radiation
distortion . . Built for
Will handle
minimum crossover interference
25 watts

CHECK THESE

...

40 to 12,000 cps
Low non-linear
.
.
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...

Now ... through the economies of mass
production .... RCA offers a low-priced,
high -quality speaker of outstanding acoustical performance, employing the famous
duo -cone principle originated by Dr. H. F.
Olson, world-renowned authority on acoustics at RCA's famed Laboratories.
The RCA -515S1 is designed for high quality radios and phonographs and for
program monitoring where high-fidelity response is a major requirement.
For full data on the RCA -515S1 speaker,
see your RCA Distributor, or write RCA,
Commercial Engineering, Section 56KV,
Harrison, New Jersey.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
HARRISON. N.J.
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JOTS AND FLASHES
THE ULTRAHIGHS, which now appear
to have little chance of commercial
adoption before 1950, and then perhaps

PLUG-IN
WITH

... be

assured of "good connections."
That's why television stations, for instance, use Cannon Electric Type K, P,
and other series for cameras, microphones and transmission equipment
that must not fail. Shown above is a
camera at KTLA-Hollywood.
Cannon Plugs are available through
a network of radio parts dealers all over
the U. S. A. Buy them from Seattle
Radio Supply in Seattle; Cooper Sound
Equipment in Cincinnati; Radio Inc.,
in Oklahoma City; Van Sickle Radio in
St.Louis; Offenbach-Reimus in San Francisco; and over 400 other distributors.

DESK SIZE CHARTS-FREE
Two desk charts of Type "AN" and "K" insert
arrangements shown half scale are available on

request. Address Catalog Dept. K-268 at factory.

Cannon Electric Development Company, Division
of Cannon Manufacturing Corporation, 3209 Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, California. Canadian
factory: Toronto. World Export: Frazer & Hansen,
San Francisco, New York, Los Angeles.
1,111rf

GL3,C71.1O11
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the latter part, are unfortunately being
advertised by too many set manufacturers as an immediate possibility, requiring little modification or conversion work. Previous and present work
in uhf indicate that there is no simple
way to adopt those turret tuners as the
advertised copy now stipulates. Nor
are uhf adapters easy to apply. The
ultrahighs, critical in behavior, demand close crystal control with special
circuitry and particularly careful installation to assure consistent, stable
pickup performance. . . . Lafayette
Radio, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York
13, New York, have released a radio
and TV catalog which includes data on
receivers, PA systems, parts and tools.
An all -glass rectangular TV picture tube has been announced by the
American Structural Products Co., a
subsidiary of Owens-Illinois Glass Co.,
Toledo, O.... The G. E. parts section
has released a 52 -page replacement
parts catalog for their radio and TV
receivers. . . . Ab Waxman is now
general manager of the Wireway Corporation of America, 1331 Halsey
Street, Brooklyn 27, New York...
Joseph B. Elliott, vice president in
charge of RCA Victor consumer products, told the fourteenth conference of
the National Association of Electrical
Leagues at a luncheon in Cleveland
that TV means more to the electrical
industry than any business which has
emerged during the past two decades.
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. has
transferred the merchandising of its
mobile radiotelephone from the Belmont Radio Division, Chicago, to its
main plant at Waltham, Mass. . . .
James Lansing, president of the James
B. Lansing Sound, Inc., died recently
at his ranch in San Marco, Calif... .
The NEDA Convention and Exhibit
will be held in Cleveland, August 27
to September 1, 1950.... O. F. Martin, 17 East 42 St., N. Y. C., has become a manufacturers' rep for the Cannon Electric Company, 3209 Humboldt
Street, Los Angeles 31, Calif.... R.
C. Cosgrove has resigned as executive
vice president of the Avco Manufacturing Corp. He will remain, however,
as a member of the board of directors
and represent the Crosley Division in
RMA, of which he is president. . . .
The L. S. Brach Manufacturing Corp.,
200 Central Avenue, Newark, N. J.,
has been sold and is being operated as
a wholly owned subsidiary of the General Bronze Co., Garden City, L. I. Leon
S. Brach, founder and president, will continue to be active in Brach operations.

...

.

...
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Million Radios Need Repair!

Now...Cunningham's new "Tune -Up" campaign
helps you tap this rich business
NOW

... Cunningham tilers you

to overcome
the public's reluctance to have faulty
radios checked . a year-round
an effective

v%

.

ay
.

personalized promotion campaign
that tells your customers just what
they will get for their money
and t ou name the price.
.

.

.

You can go after this extra business with professional posters, dis-

plays, mailing pieces, adscrtisements

and spot radio announcements ..
supplied by your Cunningham Tube
.

Distributor.
Here's your chance to cash in on
one of the greatest service promotion campaigns ever launched! Lose
no time in getting the special flier
that gives the whole story from your
Cunningham Distributor.

Now --The CUNNINGHAM Pricing Kit! Price
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the store. Learn how to get your Kit today
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